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Dtw Sir Mihel,

On Mr. Woods's behalf I would like to
sanowledga receipt of The Atloztic Traxio
Study press "el** ad papr "After the
Kems4ty Round What Trde Policies Now?"

I am looking fhward to resAing the
paper ad have also taken the l4berty of
ssaiug thim to other interested eoll*agws
1n the Bak.

Yuros viacre3,

(signed) Irving S. Friedw=

Irving S. Friednaa
The keaomie Adviser to the Presi4.ut

Sir Micha. Wright
chairman
The Atlantic Trade Study
Moor House
Looaon Wall
Loudon E.C. 2

(Copy to Mr. Woods's office for record purposes)
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W4 dear Anjaria,

First let me thank you for the action taken by the Reserve Dank
of India on SID. I am rather proud that the idea of getting more inter-
national support for SID has eaught on. I think we have finally reached
a point where institutions are really flattered to be asked to be a
Patron or Sponsor. Now I can quit being treasurer and leave the job
for someone else to carry on, with the feeling of having acoomplished

inmthing for the Society that may last.

Secondly, a friend of mine by the nome of James Jennings in going
to be in Bombay about April 16 to 20. He is working here with a group
that has been set up by the Catholic Church to obtain U.S. publie support
for development activities overseas. It is an outcome of the Papal
Encyclical on The Development of Peoples. Incidentally, if you haven't
seen this Populorum Progressio I believe you will find it most interesting.
(I enclose a copy in ease you haven't.)

I have been working quite closely with this group on a purely
personal basis and have learned to know Jim quite well. He gave up a
very lucrative eareer in U.S. Steel to take on this work because of his
conviction that this was his way of contributing to the solution of the
world's ills. However, he has no background in thistfield and the
purpose of his visit to India, which will be part of a trip around the
world, will be to get a first-hand look at poverty and what is being done
about it. He is not an economist and surely not a technician, but I know
you will be interested in what he and his group are trying to accomplish.
Perhaps I should add that it is part of a worldwide effort that is being
made, and I hope that it might be particulaly important in those Western
European and North Aaerican countries where the Catholic Church is
important; e.g., United States, Canada, France, Italy, and Belgium. If
you could find a little time to chat with him I as sure it would make his
experience in India much more rewarding.

This is a very thoughtful time for me within the Bank with Mr. Woods
going and Mr. MeNamara coming. I would be very pleased to have the
opportunity to talk many things over with you. I expect to be going
to the UNCTAD Conference around March 15 for about a week - perhaps
sone way or another we might see each other? I for one would like that
very mch.

With very kind regards,
Yours sincerely,

Mr. J.J. Anjaria Irving S. Friedman
Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of India
Bombay, India



Mr. R.A. C1are Februvy 29 1968

Irving 8, Frietan

WIL-IAX K=G13

I an attashing a curriculum vitae seat to .. by Ambassador
Tasa, the present U.S. ambassador in Moroaco who is an old
friend of mne.

As you undoubtedly know, Ambassador Tasca is an *minent
economist with a great deal of experience in international
affairs, and from past experience I kanw that he is a good Jud
of People.



February 29 1968

Dear Professor Aliber,

Thank you for your letter of February 22.

I am sorry to learn that you are going
back to June 8 and 9 for the Conference since,
in the meantime, I have been invited to attend
the Annual Meeting of the bank for International
Bettlemtnts in Basle, which is on the same week-
end. Do you alvays hold your conferences on
weekends? I an sure you have thought of other
dates. Would something during the week be
possible?

HXwever, in any case, I will still plan to
participate in the Convren.e and at least prepare
a paper for it as I an very interested in the
topic.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The RFonomie Adiser to the President

Professor Robert Z. Aliber
University of Chicago
Graduate Bhool of business
Chicago, Ill. 60637
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Dear eny,-

I should have acknowledged sooner your letter of
February 9 -- please accept miy apologies.

I do want to tell you that I have put Mr. Kling's
curriculum vitae into the mill and we will be either
directly in correspondence with him or writing further
through you.

At the moment things in the Bank here are pretty
uncertain. The Bank budget is being put together, but
with an outgoing president and the new president not yet
here it is hard to know at this time what, if anything,
we will be doing on the staff side. Everyone expects
the Bank to be in a period of expansion under McNamara.
We could use more good people but I simply refuse to
join the guessers. I continue to give much thought
about the implications for myself of what is going on.

Edna end I, in any ease, are looking forward to
visiting Morocco on the way to Ceylon in July.

With warmest regards to you and Lena,

Yours,

Irving S. Friedman

The Honorable
Henry J. Tasea
Ambassador
United States bmbassy

Box 99
FPO New York, N.Y. 09544



FILES February 28 1968

Irving S. Friedman

Lunch with Mr. Merchant

Yesterday at lunch Mr. Merchant inquired what I thought the
three critical problems which would confront the new president
when he came to the Bank. My reaction was that they were:

1. The decision whether the Bank should continut to try to
play the role of leadership in world economic development. In
other words, should it continue the Woods policy of making the Bank
a development finance institution, although Bank, to the private
notion, is that a bank is a bank. (Mr. Merchant thought that there
was no question of returning to the past and that the Woods innovations
ought to be further developed.)

2. The external indebtedness problem -- giving a lead to the world
as well as for Bank/IDA participation.

3. The structural changes within the Bank to cope with the new
roles of the Bank inibmted by Woods. This includes relations
between the president and the Board and the Board and the staff,
as well as within the staff itself, and relations between the staff
and members.

4. The implications for the Bank of having to ration part of IDA
funds so that both the recipient as well as donor countries became
mainly concerned with how funds were being used.



Mr. Levy February 28 1968

rving S. Friedman

Mr. Merchant, the U.S. Executive Dire-etor, asked me if I could
get some material for hir to read on how the 1% of national income
target is computed, and any comments thereon.

I would appreciate your help on this.



Vebruary 28 1968

Mrs. Doris Slisao: 461

Doris-

Ox. Friedman has requested that the following
person be added to the Bnk's uiailing list. Could
this be arranged pleane? Thanks.

Professor Warren Adas
Earlham College
Richmond
Indiana



Wi. George D. Voods 7ebru7 23 1968

Irving S. riodas

1. Please find atts.ed Us material for te draft outline of te
romkodity Stabilistion Study, whiah, Mr. Avramio minfeo me, has
been agreed with the Fund working party. her viil be am* minor
drafting ehanges in the final dscet, without affeting te
substanee. We may wish to shorten the text for subission to the
board if this proves neessary.

2. Te Plan of the stay is mbitious and, as indieatet is the
oadnoto, mny have to be shortened in the cours @f #work.

3. Uhe attached draft etline has also been seat to Mr. Sehweiter
for possible use en Monday.
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,SF3ie3 Al/knchatti
Yobrwary 23 1964
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ME. 21 19U,

NOTES FROM MR. XAMARCK ON TODAY'S SSM

1. At Senior Staff Mr. Wo*s asked Mr. Avramovie what the position is
on sending the outline of the Rio Study to the Board. Mr. Avramovi, said
that he was discussing this with the u1Nd. M. Woods said that he did
not think we should be held up by the Fund - that we should send the
outline to the Board in March whether the Fund wanted to do it in March
or April or not. He said that his idea is that the Board having the
&WjIWW in March it *ould be discussed in April with the new president
and consequently sometbing ready for the Annual Meeting.

2. Mr. Woods said he is having lunch with Mr. Moamsara and Mr. Schweitser
on Monday. if he does not hear from Mr. Avramovic by Friday he will tell
Mr. Schweitzer and McNamara that ve are going to send the outline to the
Board whether the Thund is ready or not for this.

3. I an preparing a menorandui fro= you to Mr. Woods on Fund/Bank
collaboration in economie work as a briefing document for Mr. Woods and
Mr. McNam ra.

h There was no mention of supplementar7 finance or New Delhi at the
00M.



?ebruary 21, 1968

beer Mr. Camey:

I acknwledge relipt of and thank you for tbee.py

of your pa* entitled "'The Dileu of Iatarnational Tre

bey in Relation to ZEonomic Devlopumt." I find the paper

to be intersting a tbought provoking.

Sincerely yours,

George D. Woods

Mer. David Carney
Director
The United Nations African ITstitute for

Eonmidc Development anM Plarming
P.O. Bex 3186
Dakar, Se gal

ISFriedznAn/DBudhoo: rgvr
February 2o, 1968



February 21 1968

DeNr Mr. Tilakratna,

Thank you for your letter of February

10 advi~sIN m of the deadline -for my paper

and a Euiiary stat.m.nt for the Seventh SEAN2A

Central Banking Course. I most certainly will

try to get it to you before June 1.

With kind regds,

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr, W.M. Tilakaratna
Director of Economic Research
Seventh SE ZA Central Banking Course
Central Ban4 of Ceylon
COLOMBO : CEYLON



February 20 1968

Dear Professor Huang,

Thank you for your letter of February 16.
Your request for the documents has been passed
on to our Information office who vill be
mailing them to you.

From the summary of your paper Flight
Capital and Economic Development in Southeast
Asia it looks woat interesting, and I would
be glad to see it myself and get others'
opinions also.

Yours sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Professor Kai--Loo uang
Economices Department
Moravian College
Bethlehem, Pa. 18018
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The Beonexie Amviser to the Presient



February 20, 1968

Dear Mr. Silheimer:

Thank you for your letter of January 25. The National
Council's interest in possible effects of the U.S. balance of -payments
measures on development efforts is, of course, shared by the World
Bank. At present, however, there are reasons for hesitating to put
out a papr on the subject.

The Administration has declared its intention to avoid adverse
effects on the flow of capital to the developing countries. In a
recent white paper - "Maintaining the strength of the United States
dollar in a strong free world econowy" published by the U.S. Treasury
Department - it is stated that "We cannot expect to strengthen our
balance of paents at the expense of the less-developed world." The
ceiling for investments in less developed countries is relatively high,
and the U.S. Government has indicated that it will be interpreted with
flexibility in cases where it appears to cause undue strain on less-
developed countries. It is of course too early to tell how the
measures will be applied in detail and what their effects will be.

The official U.S. attitude towards international institutions of
development is also given in the white paper; "In the field of the
multilateral development finance institutions, new efforts have been
made to assure the compatability of our participation with our balance
of payments policies. While these efforts bave balance of payments
improvement as an objective, they also seek to strengthen these institu-
tions and fully preserve their multilateral character."

In the sa white paper the fact is acknowledged that the

operations of multilateral development institutions, such as the World Bank
and the Inter-American Developuent Bank, have been a net positive factor in
the U.S. balance of peyvents. In the case of the World Bank Group, for
instance, the amount of funds received by it from the United States is more
than offset by the amount of funds that flows back to the United States
from it in the form of principal and interest paid to bondholders,
administrative expenses, investments in the United States and United Statee
exports financed by it.

Mr. Robert S. Bilheimer
Executive Director
National Council of the Churches of Christ

in the U.S.A.
4T5, Riverside Drive
New York, N.Y. 10027



Mr. Robert S. Bilhixer - ebruary 20, 1968

1 hope you vill understand the difficulties I set in publishing a
paper on this matter now. I trust that the faets mentioned in this letter
will be of help to you in understanding and evaluating thb problem.

Sinctoroly your*,

Itring s. Triedmaz
The Economic Adviser to the President



Mr. Woods Febrwy 19 1968

Irving S. Friedman

Letter No. 15 trom New elhi

I would like to bring this letter from Mr. Karass to your
attention since it reports your view on Supplementary Finance
and says you will be discussing this with me "before his trip to
Delhi".

I would like very much to diaeuss this trip with you.

Att:



Februaw 19, 1968

Dear Mr. Toensend:

I am attaching herto the promised article
on Supplementary Finane for Finance and Develowpeut.

I will let you have a biographical mote to
include with the article.

Thank you.

Irving 8. friedmn

Mr. R.B. Towneend
RoK= F-544



February 16, 1968

iPlementary Financial Measures

Most of the balance of payment problems facing the developing

countries would be quite familiar to readers of this journal. l/ On the

payments side, these countries are faced with large and increasing needs

for foreign exchange to pay for normal imports, developmental imports on

an increasing scale, and an increasing burden of servicing past indebtedness.

On the receipts side, their foreign exchange earnings, which are much larger

than capital inflow, expand slowly and fluctuate widely. This is to a large

extent due to predominant concentration of their exports in a few primary

commodities for which world demand has been growing very slowly, at a much

smaller rate than manufactures. At the same time, owing to the low

elasticities of demand and supply, the primary commodity trade has been

subject to violent fluctuations in prices and, as a result, earnings.

."-Finally, the less developed countries have generally such a poor reserves

position that they have had serious difficulties in coping with these

problems on their own.

Various international efforts have been made to

assist the less developed countries in dealing with these problems. The

need to overcome the difficulty created by slow growth of exports is a

major consideration in the efforts to provide assistance needed to

accelerate the process of development and diversification and also under-

lies the pressure to secure better access to markets .for LDC's. The

See, for example, P. Host Madsen "Balance of Payments of Developing
Countries" - Part I and Part II, Finance and Development, June and
December 1967.
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operations of the International Monetary Fund in general are addressed to

assisting countries to deal with short-term disequilibria in their balance

of payments; in particular, the recently established compensatory financing

facility has been concerned with the problem of fluctuations in export

receipts by providing funds to compensate for temporary declines in export

receipts from a medium-term trend.

However, two aspects of the development efforts of the less

developed countries give rise to a special kind 'of balance of payment

'problem for which there is no international machinery available at present.

One aspect is the increasing use of the planning or programing technique in

organizing their development efforts. This involves fairly firm commitments

to development activities over a medium term period in the future on the

basis of certain expectation about available resources, especially foreign

exchange receipts, over this period. To the extent that

export earnings fall short of such expectations, the development

program is put in jeopardy. Secondly, a key aim of planned development is

often to bring about by deliberate policy measures a change in past trends

in export performance. In other words, the problem here is not so much to

maintain the existing trend, but to create new trends by deliberate policy

measures affecting exports. An unanticipated disturbance in the export

market resulting in a shortfall in export earnings from expectations may

have grave consequences for the balance of payments of the developing

countries. 'his kind of uncertainty cannot be measured by extrapolations of

past trends but rather from estimates of future expectations, which take account

of the effects of the country's own policies.

Projections of export earnings are built into development programs in

two ways: the development
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program contains commitments to certain policies affecting exports, which enter

into the projections; the development program in turn is based on the export

projection and is tested for financial feasibility on the basis of anticipated

export earnings and other sources of development finance. If exports fail to

materialize according to expectations, then at least the time schedule of planned

expenditures is put in jeopardy unless the country enjoys an unusually high level

of reserves or can rely on other sources of external capital on suitable terms.

Few developing countries, however, have sufficient reserves or adequate

access to appropriate foreign funds to meet this kind of problem. As a result,

an unexpected export shortfall usually leads to slowing down, and even halting,

planned investment, and to hastily improvised import restriction programs which

impede efficiency, particularly in the productive sectors. Investments already

made may be wasted: investments that have been started may have to be discontinued;

completed plants may stand only partially utilized. Contraction as well as the re-

shaping of domestic expenditures is usually necessary, and sometimes even desirable,

when unexpected declines in export earnings occur, but too often the axe falls on

long-term - but basic - investments, resulting in a loss of momentum in the

development effort. The hastily improvised reduction in development expenditures

becomes the counterpart to the unexpected reductiod in external funds available for

development.

In a number of countries a disruption of development has precisely been

the result of an unexpected export shortfall. What 'is more, in a number of these

cases, the export shortfall has been due largely to unexpected movement in supply and

demand conditions abroad, over which the affected country had no control. Colombia

in the early 19 60's is an outstanding example. In Colombia there was a significant

shortfall in exports below the plan target made in 1961, largely because of the fall

in coffee exports in ------- ------- 



the 1960's. Though some decline in coffee prices had been expected, the

extent of the decline was far beyond anything that could have been reasonably

anticipated. The most inmmediate effect of the shortfall in export earnings

was the slowing down of the rate of growth of industrial output. The rate

of capital formation in Colombia is heavily dependent on the flow of imported

machinery and equipment which increased by some 20 percent in 1960 and 7 per-

cent in 1961, but declined by 13 percent in 1962 and 19 percent in 1963.

Actual investment expenditures of the national government in 1963 were less

than two-thirds of the target established under the plan which had been

reviewed by the World Bank staff.

Recently, in November 1965, the World Bank staff proposed a scheme,

generally known as the Scheme for Supplementary Finance, to meet the problem

of unexpected shortfalls which are potentially disruptive of the development

efforts of the developing countries. The study incorporating the Bank staff

proposals was made in response to a resolution adopted by the first United

Nations Conference on Trade and Development in 1964. It requested the Bank

to study the feasibility of a new scheme which "should aim to deal with

problems arising from adverse movements in export proceeds which prove to

be of a nature or duration which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-

term balance of payments support." An adverse movement was defined as a

"shortfall from reasonable expectations" and the object of the scheme was

"to provide longer term assistance to developing countries which would help

them to avoid disruption of their development programs." The resolution,

originally sponsored by the United Kingdom and Sweden, and adopted by a vote

of 107 to none with 10 abstentions from Eastern Bloc countries, also

requested the World Bank to work out such a scheme, if appropriate.
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During the course of 1966/67, the Bank staff study on Supplementary

Financial Measures was further examined by an expert group of governmental

representatives consisting of 14 developed and developing countries set up

by the Trade and Development Board of the United Nations. The Report of

this Group has been sent to the UINCTAD, and the proposed scheme is being

considered by the Conference.

The main ingredients of the shceme proposed by IBRD staff are as

follows: A member country wishing to benefit from the scheme would enter

into an understanding with the administering agency as to the main elements

in its development program, the related policies, and its export projection.

As long as the agency was satisfied that the member country was implementing

these agreed policies and programs, it would be presumed that any shortfall

from the agreed export projection was outside the country's control and

likely to disrupt its development program. The scheme would then provide

speedy relief.

Within the overall limitation of funds available to the agency,

the amount of assistance would depend on the shortfall of actual exports

from the internationally agreed projections, the amount of previously

accumulated earnings above expectations (so-called "overages"), the amount

of financing available from other sources, and finally, the feasible

adjustments that the country itself could undertake to absorb part of the

effects of an export shortfall without disrupting its development program.

The extent to which the country would be called upon to use other sources

of finance, as well as the nature of the feasible domestic adjustment,

would be discussed in advance with the agency.

The scheme would be administered by an international agency, which

might be one already existing or a new one established for the purpose.
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Supporting member governments would provide resources permitting operations

during an initial five-year period. The Bank staff study estimated that a

level of $300 million to $h00 million per year would probably be needed for

the first five years. Benefits of the scheme would be available to all

developing countries prepared to meet its requirements. Terms of assistance

for each country would lessentially b\e the same as for basic external

development finance. For many countries the terms would have to be quite

concessional.

Adoption of the scheme would provide developing countries with the

assurance that, if policies with which the administering agency agreed were

conscientiously carried out, development goals would not have to be scaled

down because of a shortfall of export receipts from reasonable expectations.

The agency would act quickly to fill the need for supplementary resources if

a shortfall occurred which threatened disruption and could not otherwise be

overcome or offset. On the other hand, if failure to pursue agreed policies

were to jeopardize the country's eligibility for assistance, the government

would be so informed without delay. The scheme thus aims to provide an

incentive to countries to adhere to high standards of performance in the

pursuit of economic development objectives.

The policy understanding between the country and the agency

stipulated in the scheme builds on existing practices in the field of inter-

national development finance. Already, for example, understandings emerge

in the course of day-to-day relationships between the World Bank and member

countries; understandings on stabilization programs with the INF are a well-

established practice. For successful operation, the scheme envisages close

collaboration between the agency and the IBRD, the IMIF and other inter-

national agencies. Also, the policy understanding would be arrived at,
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not by the agency acting alone, but through consultations, interchange of

knowledge and views with the country concerned. As a result, the under-

standing would reflect a realistic evaluation of the members' needs and

possibilities reached after full consultation rather than imposed on the

country by the agency. The ingredients of the understanding would vary

from country to country. Standardized criteria would be avoided; and much-

reliance would be placed on the objectivity of the international agency and

its competence to agree with the country concerned on policy measures

adapted to the conditions of the country, yet designed to achieve the

objectives of economic development.

Another basic principle is that the export projection from which

shortfalls are to be calculated would not only be as objective and scientific

as statistical techniques and available data permitted, but also that it be

agreed to between the agency and the country. This projection usually

extending over the entire period of the development program, would be arrived

at in the context of an understanding on the program as a whole. Revisions

in export projections would be made when conditions, other than the export

shortfall, necessitate the reformulation of the development program itself.

Many developing countries are already used to making export

projections. They are an integral part of the planning progess, serving

as the basis for assessing the feasibility of investment

programs which constitute the core of their planned development efforts.

The World Bank is similarly accustomed to making and judging the reasonable-

ness of projections in the course of its regular country work. The quality

of projections can, of course, be improved by sharpening analytical tools

and strengthening the basis for technical judgments; however, the improvement



-8-

in projection techniques by itself will not eliminate the problem of short-

falls since unexpected changes in the world economy will continue to take

place.

Close cooperation between the member country and the international

agency (or agencies) is really the key to the scheme. The performance

criteria and export projections are to be worked out in such a way that the

country concerned and the international agency can agree on what is feasible

and desirable, thus worthy of support by the international community. As a

consequence, both donors and recipients would have a stake in the success

of the agreed development programs. In short, the scheme would further

strengthen the process of making development an international responsibility that is

already being carried outin the context of the provision of basic development

finance.

An interesting relationship exists between the scheme for

supplementary financial measures and international efforts to stabilize

prices of primary commodities. Progress in negotiating international

agreements on particular commodities will reduce the cost of supplementary

financial measures, to the extent that such agreements make certain parts

of a country's earnings more predictable and thus reduce the size of export

shortfalls. There will, however, still be a need for supplementary

financial measures in respect of that part of export earnings not covered

by agreements, and this is likely to be substantial, at least for the

foreseeable future.

Because the two approaches deal with inter-related problems, it

has sometimes been suggested that the adoption of supplementary financial

measures might reduce the efforts to achieve commodity agreements. This is

unlikely to happen, One reason is that countries have certain important



advantages in earning foreign exhcange from their own exports, subject to

commodity agreements, as against obtaining foreign exchange as loans from

supplementary finance, even if the loans are provided on concessional terms.

Secondly, supplementary financial measures are only concerned with the extent

to which actual export earnings are close to their expected values, and not

with the.price behavior of particular commodities.

The scheme is now in the hands of the Governments for considera-

tion at the Second United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

currently being held in New Delhi. Also before the Conference is the report of

the- epresentatives of l4 of these Governments, which met in three sessions of the

Intepgolernmrental Group Lreferred to above. -,All :devploping countries in the

Inter-governmental Group, and some developed countries, have expressed the

view that the important objective of preventing the disruption of good

development programs by unexpected adverse export movements can be met by a

scheme with the essential characteristics of the Bank staff scheme. As a

result of the deliberations of this Group a number of points with regard

to the operation of the scheme have become clearer; there are also some

points concerning the details of financing and actual administration

which would require further consideration, if and when an agreement in

principle has been reached to establish the scheme. It remains to be seen

what the Governments concerned will eventually decide with respect to

this proposed scheme.



February 16 1968

Doar Professor GolaW,

I was most interested to receive your letter of
February 9 1968 regarding Mr. Oauh. I had not realised
he was in the market for a position. It has been a number
of years since I saw Mr. Oanh and it was before he had
returned to Viet Nam where, as you undoubtedly know, he
held a number of important Central Bank and political
posts. As of the time I knew him I regarded him as a
vell-trained economist with a keen interest in problems
of the developing countries, particularly his part of
the world.

I feel sure that he is capable of supervising graduate
student research in both economics and in your South East
Asia program. He did his doctoral thesis at Harvard under
Guy Oroutt and came very highly recomended to me by Orcutt.
At the International Monetary Fund he really did not do much
research so I had no opportunity to get any additional im-
pressions. My only possible qualm would be whether he was
strict enough in the application of high standards in dealing
with graduate students, but this, however, is a kind of
intuitive impression. Incidentally, he has an excellent
comand of the English language.

On balance I would recommend him for the position for
which he is being considered. Indeed if you decide not to
be interested in him, would you let me know since I might
conceivably try to contact him for possible employment at
the Bank.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
The cEnomic Adviser to the President

Professor Frank H. Golay
Department of Economics
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850



?ebwuerv 16, 1968

Deaer Mr. hlaager,

Thank you for the chock for twenty-
five dollars representing payment of balf the
advanees and royalties on the hardcover reoisuo
of xW book BRITISH REATIONS WITH CHINA, 1931-
1939.

1 am, of course, glad to krw that
the book is still of academie Interest, and
look forward to receiving the complimentary
copies a& uetioned in your agreement Mr. Hollmnd.

Yours sinerely,

Irving 8. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Henry 0. Schlanger

Octagon Books, Inc.
175 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. 1.



7ebruary 16 1968

Ir 4er cott,

I am attaching hereto the promise4
article on Bupplemmntary TinanW* for
Finance and Developmnt.

Incidentally, would you vant/ms to
write a biographical noue to bwe included
with the article? Thank

Irving B. rrieans

Mr. *D# Scott
p 44
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Mr. Hulley February 15 1968

Irving 3. Friedaan

Reply to Mr . Cheng

I sm quite unhappy about the suggested replies to Dr. Cheng.
Could you, perhaps in consultation with Bob Cavanaugh, draft a
reply addressing yourself only to the question which he has asked
us to comment 0n.

Attachment:
Letter & draft paper on "World Bank Certification of

International Bond Issues of the Less-Developed Countries - a Proposal"
frovn fang-Sheng Cheng, Dept. of Economics, Iowa State University of
Science and Technology, Ames, Iowa.
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February 15 196a

Der MIke,

Thanks for your letter of February 13. As
things look at the moment I my be in New Delhi
when you get here. Rover, there is a possibility
I will be leaving later in March.

If the latter possibility comes to pass then
why not lunch here on February 29. If I leave
earlier for Delhi, then I'll let you knov.

With vers reqards

Yours sizaerely,

Irving S. Friedman

PS. Incidentally, your letter speaks of February
29 and 30. As you kawo February 29 is Leap Year
Day. I prese the reference to February 30
instead of March I has some deep Freudian
implicatioms

Professor R.F. Mikesell
W.I. Miner Professor of Economies
University of Oregon
Department of Econmies
Eugene, Oregon



rebruasr 15 1968

Deer Dea Little,

bank you for your letter of ?ebruary 1
inviting me to participate in your 1968
Smer Lecture Series. I will be happy to
accept the invitation to come on Augut 7, or
if that isn't convenient to you, July 31.

I am hoping to bring my wife with me and
therefore we will make our own accommodation
bookings.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman
Th* leonomie Adviser to the President

Dean J.R. Little
Asseoate Dean of the Faeulties, and
Chairma, Suimr Lecture Series ommittee
Oniversity of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302



GEORGE WOODS FEBRUARY 12 1968

EXCELSIOR HOTEL
ROME FULL RATE

ITALY

STRONG INFORMS ME PM SPOKE TO HW AS SUGGESTED WALT

DOES NOT KNOW WHETHER MENTION WAS MADE IN WASHINGTON TALKS

REGARDS

FRIEDMAN

Irving S. Friedman

Office of the President

(Copy for Miss Schmitt)



Are& Depart"Tt Eonic Advisers Febrwusy 9, 1968

Irving a. Fidmr

Renomie comitee eetings

New that the Sconmic COiitee has h" a opportunity to review
almost all the countries with which the Bawk Group is concernod, ve have
reshed a stsae when a naber of economic reports are coming out on
countries for which ko new polly decisions mw nee to be taken nine*
the situation has not significantly chozged since the Commttee's last
nesting. In these circumstwmes it may not be necessary for the
Cownitte* to 'hold a ieting. Therefor*, when reports are about to

ar on countries for whieh the Area Department concerned believes that
no new Policy Nounrandum is necessary or where the Policremorandm
proposes so significant ehmnes in policy, I should appreeate a short
memorandum setting out the relmnt siraumstanees, unless it can be
handed by oral conanication. It will then be possible for me to decide
whether 'w meeting is required and, if so, whether it should be a meting
of the full Cindttee or of some smaller group of those imediately
concerned. We have already been following this praetice for some months
but it seems advisable to put it on a more regular basis.

cc. Mr. Larsen
Xr. rdelmm
Mr. 3. King
Mr. MbDiarmia
Mr. Thozqsoa
Mr. Van der Mel
Mr. Weiner
Mr. Wright

Mr. Kanarek
Mr. Ow"



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 20

WBG ARCHIVES
Dear Barbara,

I au enclosing the promised bibliography. It has -gotten

sozevhat bigger than originally plannd but I thought that on
be~ase it should be a bit longer rather t*a shorter.

You will note a number of major omissions. For one thing
I haven't included any of your oWn valuable eontributions! I
have also not included various docusumts and publications put
out by the World Bank such as survey missioa reports on various
*ontrlos and areas, aoutry eco*omia studies, special econ3o.i
series, etc. I have not included material which, in effect,
*ducates amyoue on the World Bak Gro a such. The 2upplemenary
Fiaa* study is included but it isn't really a study on the Bank
or IDA but rather on a naw problem in international fiuan* whieh
is in dire need of constructive action.

Incidentally, there are one or two refereneas to bank un-
published papera and these could be provided if needed. The
paper on estimates of espital inflows we have kept confidential
primarily because it lista by countries our estimates of their
capital inflow needs and it might be diplomatically embarrassing
to have these estimtes in some published form. owever, all of
these estimates are to be found in our individual country studies
that all inelude chapters on external finanaial aid requirements
and these studies we do cireulate outside the Baak.

I have arranged for Monsignor jBordelou to be Included axong
the panelists at the SID Conference and he seems to be happy to
do it -- I am sure he will make a very worthwhile contribution.

I am sorry that we did not get to see each other during your
recent visit. My present plans are to go to the UNCTAD for about
ten days between the end of February and early March.

With kind regards,
Sineerely,

(signed) Irving S. Friedman

Irving 8. ?riedau
Lady Jackson
Sheraton amumder Sotel
Cambridge,
Mass. Oal38

PS: If you want a list dealing with the World Bank group, it could be
provided. (handwritten by ISF)
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Mr. Nespoulous Neuville nFbruary 9 1968

Irving S. Friem4an

Mr. Douglas-Gibson's visit - Feb. 14-15 1968

I would appreciate your setting up a schedule of appointments for

Mr. Gibson. You might set aside Thursday morning 9:30 for me.

I should inform Mr. Reid on Monday vhat the schedule will be.

Thank you.



UNCTAD 11

Mr. Friedman reported that, in his opening speech at the UNCTAD U'

Conference in Now Delhi, Mr. Prebisch, Beoretary General of UNCTAD, had

strongly supported the supplementary financing scheme. The Dutch and German

representatives had also made helpful remarks on the subject, although Germany

had been expected to take a negative line* A newspaper had reported that

Mr. Debre, the French Finance Minister, and Mr. Eugene Rostov, the U.S. Under

Secretary of State for Political Affairs, as having reflected at a press

conference a hostile attitude, but Mr. Rostov had not mentioned it in his

speech, and had also spoken of the need for further study.



February 8,1968

Mr. Kamarck 00

Do you agree s amended?

Irving 8. Friedman



DR A F T

To: Area Department Economic Advisers

From: Irving S. Friedman

Subject: Economic Committee Meetings

Now that the 2conomic Committee has had an opportunity to review almost

all the countries with which the Bank Group is concerned, we have reached a

stage when a number of economic reports are coming out on countries for which no

new policy decisions may need to be taken since the situation has not

significantly changed since the Comittee's last meeting. In these

oircumstances it may not be necessary for the Committee to hold a meeting.

Therefore, when reports are about to appear on countries for which the Area

Department concerned believes that no new Policy Memorandum is necessary or

where the Policy Memorandum proposes no significant changes in policy, I should

appreciate a short memorandum setting out the relevant circumstances, unless it

can be handled by oral communication. It will then be possible for me to

decide whether any meeting is required and if so whether it should be a meeting

of the full Comittee or of some smaller group of those immediately concerned.

We have already been following this practice for some months but it seems

advisable to put it on a more regular basis.



Februar 7, 1968

Thank you for your letter of January 19 and Invitation
to leeture at the 1ver Delhi National Defence Coll6e.

My plans, at the ment, are to leave bore probably on
February 25 and return week ending Maroh 9. As much as r
would be delighted to address the college members I feel that
the UNCTAD discussions at that time will require my Whole
attention. Please express to Bear Admiral U.K. Hable my
regrets. (Incidntally, I have not heard anythiag from
Mr. Gilmaertin about this.)

Hoping to so* you in Delhi - vy present plans ore to stay
at the Ashok& Hotel.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. B.R. Shenoy
Direttor & Professor of S len e
University School of Social Sciences

Gujarat University
Ahwedabad-9, India
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DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023

PMONAL WBG ARCHIVES ebrueary 6, 1968

Dear Governor Real:

I as taking the liberty of writing to you again about
support for the Sotiety for International Development by the
Central Aayk of Argentina. We have now established a new
category called Sponsor of the Society, for institutions which
contribute from $5N0-1,000 per year. I do hope that it will
be possible for the Central Bank of Argentina to be in this
eategory. The Society for International Developaent is having
its Annual International Conference at the beginning of MVach
and I an now preparing my report as Treasurer of the Obfety.
I would like very such to be able to include Argentina with the
other Central Baks who have joined this category.

I am asking Fernande to carry this letter for me and
would appreciate, if possible, a telegraphic reply.

With best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Dr. Pedro Eduardo Real
President
Central Bank of Argentina
Buenos Aires
Argentina

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6M,32
PAG6NAL Zebruary 6, 1968

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Jorge:

I have been aaked to follow up the letter from Andrew Rico
of Deember 8 asking whether your institution could becom a
Patron of the Bociety for International Developmnst. Our Patrons
contribute $1,000-4,000 per year and include the leading inter-
national financial institutions. I an now preparing my report as
Treasurer of the Bociety for the Annual International Conference
early in March and would appreciate very much knowing your decision
before finalisinse report for the Conference.

There is Auch I would like to talk to you about and bave
your advice. The world continues to be a most troubled place and
I find it hard to know what policy directions are most desirable
and practical! Are you going to be in Washington soon? I'll be
at UNCTAD in Delhi for about two weeks (about February 25 - March 10),
but hope to be home before and after.

Warmest regards,

Binaerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Jorge Sol Castellanos
Director
Banco Centrommxricano de Integracion Esonsica
Tegucigalpa, Roaduras

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 Z023

*USOAL WBG ARCHIVES Vebruary 6, 1968

Dear Governor Machado:

I am writing this as Treasurer of the Society for
International Development. I am informed that your Bank has
agreed to contribute $100 per year, and I would like to express
my appreeiation for this. I have been out of the country a
great deal or I would have written sooner.

At the moment I am beginning to prepare my report as
Treasurer of 8.I.D. for the International Conference being held
in early March. I thought that you would want me to tell you
that, as we discussed very briefly at the airport, we have
established a new category of contributor called Sponsor of the
Society for institutions that contribute $500-1,000 per year.
A number of central banks have joined this category, including the
Bank of Brazil. Needless to say we would be very happy if it was
possible for your Central Bank to also join this category. I
hesitate to write this coming so soon after your generous decision
to give the Society $100 per year, but thought that you would like
to know of these latest developments.

Sinece I am writing this as Treasurer of S.I.D. and not in
my official capacity, I will say nothing about the many thoughts
that ce to mind when thinking about Venesuela. I do hope we
will have a chance for a long chat in the fairly near future.

With warnest regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Alfredo Machado G0mea
President
Banco Central de Venezuela
Caracas, Venezuela

cc: Mr. Andrew Rice



February 6 1968

Dear Andy,

In reply to your letter of January 31

I am sorry to say that we 4on't have such a

list.

Pleae *all on me to be of help in any

other way.

Sincerely,

I-rving [3. Friedman

Mr. Andrew L Rice
Executive Secretary
8eiety for International Developeaant
1346 Connecticut Avenue N
Washington DC 20036



Dw 04Rd'e

I-r. Woo& 's secretury hiaw brouipt to Wy
attention your note of January 30 &ddressixW
to him an adyane copy of the Economic Report
of the President and the Anawa Report of the
Concil.

George, as you wV know, has gone out to
the UNCTAD Conference but I am sure that he
would vish to have your note acknovladged.

With beat wishes on your new assignmeat,

Yours sinerely.,

Irvina 5. Fried.Am

M!r. Gardner Aakley
?he Chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers

Washington D.C.

(Copy for Mr. Woods's office)



r.bruary 6 1968

Mr. Kamrek XAn 800

Mr. B.A. Clark* 200

I vould appreciate your help ia

-oplying to the attached letter. Thanks.

(Letter dated Jan.8 from Professor Robert C. Vogel of Wesleyan University

Middletown, Conn. requesting possibility of work for the Bank

in Latin America during his year's leave and sabbatical from Wesleyan.)



February 5 1968

Dear Arthur,

You i11 recall that I promise& we would
send to you a background papr on Sank stimate
of Capital Inflow for the guidance of the ank
group in Delhi. I am anlosing two eopies.

The paper was prQared by Ravkins and goe
over by wfself, and perhaps by others. I think
that you will find it mest useful. Despite the
statistics given here I don't think that Ai W
publie statement we ought to say more than that
our estimate are still witbin the neighborhood
of $3 - $4 billion. The way it in put in the
paper was worked out by "wkins ad myself.

Uind regards,
your SI004

tagnei) Iving S. Friedian

Irving 8. Priedma

Mr. Arthur Kerao
International Bank for Reonstruction

and Dewlopent
P.o. &m 416
New Delhi, India.



Mr. Hulley 1021

I would appreciate your drafting a reply to
this. I think we ought to at least refer to
the fact that re have already given to the
public on World Bank bonds.
My own first reaction is to discourage giving
a paper on the subject, explaining why.

~ ,~tA
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CUICAGO
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Offtes of ##e Presidmt



February 5,1968

Mr. Williams 853

Please note suggested deletions.
Who is Kao?

Irving S. Friedman

(In reply tomemo on Distribution of
Confidential Economic Reports - Jan.18/68)



KARAZ Feb y 2, 1968

NEWe DELHI

INDI

JOUR

RUL42INGSULES CREDITS8655%2 PLOZME ADVISE WEREHR YOU STIL.L COV520D2

RMWEBERMLTION FROM WASlrNI DER"LE AND PROBAW TIM DISCUSSION

STOP IF ENSANTY CAN MAN S L U N VILLE STOP AWAITING YOUR

FRIERDCI

IRVING S. B RIEDN" Coples to: Mr. boffia
Mr. Kamrek

TUEB ECONOKIC ADVISSR TO THI PRESIDENT Mr. Sebettl
Mr. Ksl=matt



Mr. Kamera
Mr. Adlor 204vu0y 2 1968

Zwsing S. ?w1.6am.A

Mr. Donner bas requested &a outlino of an .coumlte chaptor
for the Annual Report before the Board meting, Re said he would
have no objection to our oireulating it under "at the request of
an Exective Director". Be thought this vou3A he*p the diamwu..onj
I said we would consider the matter.



FEB 1- 1968

Mr. Hulley 1021

The attached is self-evident - I thought

you might find it interesting. I haven't
read it yet. I'm sure Reid would appreciate
any comments that you or I might have on

it.

REID CHAMBERS PAPER ON PUERTO RICO)



Janiuary 31, 1968

Mr. Kumarek 00

Xrving S. Vri*0u&

Cable from Algerian Minister of Planning
on not distributing Algeria Economic Report

of November 16/67



Mr. George D. Woods January 30, 1968

ZEpj! nl Debt

Attaahed hereto ar* two tables on external debt, as roquested.

It will be nted that the five largest countries &etnt for over

41% of the debt and the ten largest accouat for nearly 60%. IHraver, as

iMicated in Table 2, there sx* a number of sali omntries vhich have

serious indebtedness problems, even thegh th total iagnitude of debt is

relatively smll.



TABLE 1

EXTERAL PUBLIC 103BT OUT3TAIDlIG JAITUARY 1, 1967 OF CMUNTRIES COTSTITUTIIIG
ABOUT 75, OF THE DE= OF ALL EVELOPING COUTIES

(In 000 $)

Debt outstandino CunulativeCountry January 1, 1967 percentage

India 7,318,057 17.6
Brazil 3,201,2U4 25.4
Pakistan 2,533,273 31.5
Mexico 2,235,914 36.9
Argentina 1,87,792 41.4

Yugoalavia 1,715,463 L5.6
InConesia 1,697,934 49.6
Tur!-y 1,552,200 3.4
Chile 1,259,977 56,1
Iran 1,021,636 58.9

Colombia 1,013,19 61.3
Israel 933,027 63.6
Peru 891,C66 65.7
Nigeria 593,619 67.2
Afghanistan 552,691 63.5

Korea 51,601 69.8
Greece 459,9h3 70.9
Venezuela 453,950 72.0
Ghana 443,415 73.1
Philippin3s 428,632 74.1
Algeria 422,166 75.2

Total 31,172,524 75.2

All developing countries 41,472,934

Statistical Services Division
Econonice repartmant

January 30, 1963



TABLE 2

RATIO OF SERVICE PAYIENTS TO EXPORTS FOR 1966 AND EXTERAL PUBLIC DE13T OUTSTANDING
JANUARY 1, 1966 AND 1967 FOR 20 COUN1TRIE.S 1ITHI LARGEST RATIOS

(amounts in 000)

Service payn Debt outstanding
Country Exports undisbursed

January 1, 1966-January 1, 1967

11ali 71.0 135.9 193.1
Brazil 29.4 3,054.0 3,201.2
Indonesia 25.5 1,919.5 1,697.9
Israel 24.9 118.0 933.0
Argentina 23.9 1,960.5 1,887.8

Yugoslavia 21.8 1,655.5 1,715.5
Mexico 21.1 2,053.9 2,235.9
Ghana 20.4 494.6 443.4
Uruguay 17.5 275.3 258.5
India 16.3 6,256.3 7,318.1

Chad 15.0 20.6 23.5
Do!iiinican Republic 11.3 126.0 172.0
Coloubia 13.4 1,039.4 1,013.1
Pakistan 12.0 2,3h3.2 2,533.3
Tunisia 11.9 364.8 413.6

Turkey 11.6 1,2h9.9 1,552.2
Chile 11.2 1,228.0 1,260.0
Afghanistan 11.0 555.4 552.7
Costa Rica 10.2 145. 142.1
Peru 10.0 666.8 891.9

Statistical Services Division
Econouic Dapartu-nt

January 30, 1968



Xr. Oeorge D. Woods January 30, 1968

Irving a. Friedmam

Criteria for IDA lej)*ationM

Please find attaehed three moaorna on the Criteria for IDA

Allocations, two of them prepared by John Adler and one by R.M. Sundrun

and B. Jalan, after discussious with Beak staff in Area, Ecosoadc and

Development Services Departments.

The enelusions vbich emerge frow the pre (and the discussions

with e and others) may be sumrised as follows: In the future, the
allocation of IDA resourees should be based on a 4nniger o cr-iteria

ME~ningt~eiaLowing:

(1) The "poverty toot", wieh at present limits eligibility for
IDA eredits to countries with a espita. inuei of less thean

$250, should be raised to, say, $O or $350, or som other
mesure of poverty should be used in a flexible fashion.

(2) This "relaxed" test of poverty should be eombined with an
evaluation of the ability of countries to generate and mobilise

savings.

(3) The performance criteria to determine IDA eligibility should

not be changed and should be the some as those applied to Bank

lending.

(6) No differentiation should be made between projeet eligibility
for IDA ereits or Bank loans. But because of the difficulty of
meeting local costs, IDA should be more receptive to requests for

the financing of local currency expenditures than the Bank.

(3) The ouant of foreign financial assistance which a contry
receives from sourees other thman the Bank and IDA should be taken
into account.

(6) The lack of creditworthiness riteria should be refined to take

ascount not only of the debt service ratio but also of the ratio of

debt service to local savings and, here appropriate, to governmont

revenues .

(7) Term of IDA credits should be more flexible, e.g. for countries

with reasonable prospeets that their balance of payments problems can

be overome in the not too distant future, maturities of IDA credits

should be shortened from 50 to, say, 30 years, perhaps with a proviso
that after 20 yes these terms will be reconsidered.

If IDA resources are allocated on the basis of these new criteria and

if account is taken of the faat that m&W more countries in Africa and several

more in Asia are likely to qualify for IDA assistanee, the folloving pobtern



M, O"W" 0. III - 2 - J"nau 30, 1968

of th* regional distribution of IDA operations emerges:

(1) The sbare of IDA Oredits of other Asian mottrios oter than
India and Poklstan (nftmwla, Cey)cm) and of Africa, ispocially
rrench-sposking eeomtries, will luarmwoe.

(2) Thmere wld be a modest inrease in IDA r*its to Latin
America.

(3) he *har* of India and Pakistan in IDA resoures would
substantially doer4m**.

On the last point, evmn those mm refinea criteria mvA resuit, from
a practivel viewpoist in too meh for India and Pakietan and, in that ease,
some more atitrary Mixdtatin en IDA caonitots to tke xay be necesser.



RAUL PREBISCH January 30, 1968
OBEROI HOTEL
NEW DEL.HI7

INDIA

FRIEDMANS ATTElTED PHONE CALL WAS TO IM0114 YOU OF LATEST

STATUS OF PROPOSAL I MADE IN STOCKHOLM SPEECH FOR REVIW OF

DEVELOPMENT ROBM Y OUTSIDE EXPERTS STOP BELIEVE NOW ABLE

TO ROCEED WITH IMEMEATION O PROPOSAL BECAUSE OF PROGRESS

MADE IN IDA REPLEISHMENT STOP WISH TO E M ESS MY APPRECIATION

FOR YOUR PES ORAL SUPPORT O PROPOSAL STOP REGARDS

WOODS

George D. Woods

President



M L PR I M J saw 3 * 96
N D=LI

INDIA

WPWOAL OF MADE IS 07CKHOW SPEECH POR H-WIEW OF DMOE XT PROuli

BY 0IOE WePRTS STOP HE A"HRECIAT&B VERY MOdE PEROKAL SIUPMRT YOU

HAYS olv"B Eiti MpwkOL 13TOP Xyz HOFA YOU WILL, MSTINVE TO SUPPORT THIS

PROPM0AL MN ;1=. OMTAIN SUPPORT FOR% M BY OTinMM

Ir~~10 S.vz Frem

Th* laosoode Advsr to th* Prssidmt



IDA CRITERIA
so"e Issues

A. Eligibility Criteria

1. What should be the country "eligibility" criteria for IDA
assistance? Are the present criteria in terms of economic performance,
creditworthiness and per capita income satisfactory? If not, how els.
to "ration" the resources of IDA?

B. Eurposes and Program of WA Assistas=*

2. Should the purposes of IDA assistance be different from that of
the Bank?

3. Should IDA funds be used for specific projects or whether such
funds mWy be used for non-project aid?

4. Can IDA funds be used to cover a part of the local costs?

5. What should be the emphasis on revenue-producing projects as
against projects which are only partially revenue-producingl

6. Now about IDA financing some special progedts or purposes, e*g.
export promotion projects, regional projects, financing buffer stocks, ete?

C. Terms and Conditions of IDA Assistance

T. Should we change the terms of IDA assistance according to the needs
of various countries? If so, should this be done ad hoc or in terms of
two or three categories?

8. Is the IDA interest charge too low, or the maturities too long?

9. Supervision of IDA funds received by initial IDA borrowing governments
and relent to ultimate borrowers?

D. Progr&iF g of IDA Operations

10. Should IDA "program" investments in advancet

11. Should there be limits on eredits to any one country or region?

January 30, 1968



jesuary 30, 1968

Dear Moasignor Bordelont

I an enclosing a copy of the Preliminary Program of
the 10th Anniversary World Conference of S.I.D., which is
scheduled to take place March 6-9. You will notice that
there is to be a so-called Panel Workshop on Saturday morning
March 9, on the subject of "Mobilising Popular Support for
Voreigu Aid" with Andy Rioe presiding. I have suggested to
Andy that it might be desirable to involve you in this dis-
eussion. he is agreeable to having you added to the group
as a discussant, if you so desire.

Plea.. let mR know if you vould like to have this doe.,
and I will pass it on to Andy Rice.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S4 Friedman

Very Reverent
Monsignor NMorvin Bordelon
National Conference of Catholie Bishops
1312 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 2023 Januu7 30, 1968

WBG ARCHIVES
Der Gengo:

I see that you are on the 8.I.D. Program. I do hope
that you will be visiting with us for some time, as needless to
esa I am looking forward very much to seeing you in Washington.
I might not be here for the S.I.D. Conference since I might not
have returned from the UNCTAD meeting in New Delhi.

I am planning to be in New Delhi from about February 25
to about March 11, With a stopover on return at the monthly
meeting of the B.I.8. However, my plans are still uncertain.
In &:V case I would hope that you would stay in Washington for
some extra days. We would, of course, be most happy if you
would like to stay with us.

Thre is a great deal to tell you but I won't try to
write, since I hope that we will be seeing each other. I surely
miss your wise advice!

With warmest regards,

Sincerely,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Gengo Susuki
Auditor
Rank of Japan
C.4o Box 203
Tokyo, Ja!an



X. ECONOMIC WORK AND WORLD BANK GROUP

(a) Scope

(b) Division of Responsibilities among the Departments (and i.F.C.)

(c) Review Machinery

(d) Coordinating Machinery

(e) Relations to other Functione

(f) Overall Supervision

(g) critique:

(i) Strong points

(ii) Weak pointe

January 30, 1968

(Given to Mr. Kamarck)



I Introduction: The Problem of Growth of Developing Countries

1. The problem of economic development of developing countries

is going to be with us for some time to come. The optimistic atmosphere

which marked the beginning of the "development decade" with its target

of 5% growth of national income, has given way in some cases to a more

realistic appraisal of the world development problem, and in others to

pessimism about possibilities.

2. The Algiers charter adopted by the Ministerial meeting of the

Group of 77 on October 24, 1967 notes that the gap between the developed

and the developing world is widening: "1While the developed countries are

adding annually approximately 60 dollars to the per capita income of their

people, the average increase of per capita income in the developing

world amounts to less than 2 dollars per annum". It appears that the

average annual rate of increase of the gross domestic product in the

developing countries declined from 4.6% in 1950-55 to 4.4% in 1955-60

and again to 4.2% in 1960-65. However, these aggregate growth rates

conceal wide variations among countries and regions. There have been a

number of "success" stories in tackling the development problem as was.

pointed out by Mr. Woods in his address to the annual meeting of the

IBRD in Rio de Janeiro, September 1967.



II The Growing Need for External Resources

1. The assistance needs of developing countries stem from two

sources: First, because of their low levels of per capita income and

deficiencies in the organization for mobilizing domestic resources they

may be unable to raise enough domestic resources to finance investment

needs of rapid growth. Secondly, because of the relatively large import

needs of investment, and the problems in expanding foreign exchange

earnings rapidly, they may for structural reasons be unable to transform

enough domestic resources into foreign exchange earnings to meet payments

requirements for growth. Both the savings gap and the foreign exchange

gap may be met by foreign assistance. Foreign capital on commercial

terms while meeting this problem in the short run, may only worsen it

in the long run as the repayment of past debt may absorb substantial

foreign exchange earnings.

2. The external assistance requirements of developing countries

have been variously estimated. However, almost all such estimates

made in the 1960s indicate that the requirements of developing countries

for external resources would require a larger increase of flows over

present levels. The World Bank has estimated that the developing

countries could use to advantage an additional three to four billion

dollars of external resources.

3. Against this background of increasing requirements for assistance

the slow growth of not flows to LD0s and the stagnation in official

bilateral assistance is very disquieting.



III. Aid Flows: Levels and Trends

1. The total net flows from developed to less developed countries

increased from $9 billion in 1961 to nearly $11 billion in 1966. This

includw aid from bilateral and multilateral sources and private capital

flows.

2. The flow of aid to LDCs from 15 DAC member countries after nearly
the

doubling in six/years 1955-61(from $3.2 billion to $6.0 billion) has

stagnated around $6.0 billion in the five years 1962-66.

3. The stagnation of aid flows reflects the stagnation in the assistance

to LDCs from the major donor countries viz the U.S.A., France, Germany

and the United Kingdom. The share of these countries in the total official

aid' flow from DAC members declined from 91% in 1961 to 84% in 1966. The

total aid flow from these countries was $15.47 billion in 1961 and $5.35 billion

in 1966.

4. The assistance from a number of minor donor countries has increased

significantly during 1961-66, (e.g., Canada, Japan, Sweden, Austria and

Australia). However, because of the low base figures and the relatively

small weight of assistance from these countries in total aid flows, the

effect on the total aid flow has not been marked.

5. The stagnation of aid flows occurred in a situation of increasing

incomes. The combined national income of the fifteen DAC countries

increased by about $361 billion between ,1961 and 1966, while total aid
million

'flow increased by $420/dollars. The marginal propensity to devote resources

to aidiwith increase in national income averaged about .001. In other words

of every 1,000 dollar increment in national income, on the average only one

dollar was devoted to increasing aid. In Canada the figure was nearly 11 dollars,

in Sweden 7 dollars, and in Japan about 5 dollars.



For the four major donors (U.S.A., U.K., Germany and France) taken together

the figure was negative.

6. Since UNCTAD I it has become common to measure donor's aid

performance against a target of 1% of national income, counting total

net public and private financial flows as assistance. Both the numberator

and the denominator of this target ratio are subjects of controversy.

What should be included in "assistance"? Should this be related to

gross national product or to national income? However, if we neglect

these problems, there is an indication of a movement away from the target

of 1%. Total official net flows of financial resources for all DAC

countries declined from 0.72% of national income in 1962 to 0.57% in 1966.

The total official and private flow in the same years was 1.02% and

0.88% respectively.

7. Net official aid as a percentage of government expenditure in

DAC countries averaged 1.8% during 1961-65, and fell to 1.6% in 1965.

This shows while government expenditures are increasing foreign aid is

failing to increase proportionately.

8. The growth of assistance through multilateral agencies has been

marked in recent years. Total multilateral assistance has increased from

$482 million in 1960 to $1,393 million in- 1966. Of total official bilateral

.and multilateral aid to LDCs, multilateral aid accounted for 11% in 1960

and for 23.5% in 1966.

9. The net official flows (including flows from multilateral agencies)

to North African countries (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia and Libya) have

declined from $673 million in 1961 to $282 million in 1966. The sharp



decline is explained largely by the decline of assistance to Algeria.

However, aid to Morocco and to Tunisia has also declined during this

period.

Morocco $117 million (1961) $93 million (1966)

Tunisia $87 million (1961) $72 million (1966)

10. There is a wide disparity in per capita receipts of net

official bilateral and multilateral assistance by .developing countries.

The French Departments and Territories in Latin Anerica and in Africa

received per capita assistance of $131.0 and $82.0 respectively in 1966.

Liberia received $49.0 per capita, Israel $39.0 and Jordan $36.0 per

capita. In contrast Pakistan received $3.7, India $2.5, Nigeria $1.7

and Ethiopia $1.8 per capita in the same year. Among the North African

countries, Algeria received $9.8 per capita, Morocco $7.2 and Tunisia $18.0

per capita.

-11. The real content of aid has been adversely affected by the

increased reliance by donors on tied aid. Studies indicate that this may

decrease the real equivalent of a given monetary amount of assistance

by.about 35%.



IV The Role of Trade

1. The acceleration of export earnings of LDCs would offset

the relatively slow flow of capital from the developed countries. There

was a marked acceleration in developiig countries' total export earnings

in recent years. According to GATT, whereas, the exports of developing

countries increased by 23% or $5 billion between 1953-54 and 1959-60,

they increased by 41% or $11 billion between 1959-60 and 1965-66.

However, one cause for this acceleration in growth of exports was the

rapid growth in demand for LDC exports from the developed countries which

during first half of the sixties experienced exceptionally rapid growth.

This emphasises the point that the acceleration of exports from

developing countries is also governed by policies in developed countries.

2. The trade and protection policies of developed countries tend

to discriminate against exports from developing areas. Studies by GATT

-and UNCTAD reveal that the recent tariff cuts in the Kennedy Round, are

not going to be of much help to LDCs. This is the background for the

idea of preferences for exports of manufactures 'from developing countries.

However, most estimates indicate that a preferential reduction in tariffs

would lead to an increase in exports of manufactured goods from LDC's to

developed countries of only a billion dollars or perhaps less.

3. However, more exports alone would not solve the problem of

developing countries for external resources for development. The estimates

of the foreign exchange gap that have been made for LDCs assume fairly

rapid increase in exports of the developing countries. For example the

UNCTAD estimate for the gap assumes that exports from LDCs will grow at

5-5.6% per annum over 1960-1975, with exports of manufactures growing at

8.3-9.3% per annum.



Mr. George D. Woods January 26, 1968

Irving 8, Friedman

I asked Hulley and his Group to do something on the attached

subject for me. It must be regarded as tentative since no one knows,

as yet, how these restrictions are going to be administered.



DRAFT, January 22, 1968
Hulley/Dubey/Maane

The U.S. Balance of Payments Program for 1968

This is a summary of the program, to which are appended preliminary

observations on ways in which it could affect the Bank Group and the less

developed countries. Principal sources used were (1) Executive Order 11387

of January 1, 1968 "Governing certain capital transfers abroad;"

(2) "Foreign Direct Investment Regulations", Commerce Department, published

in the Federal Register, Volume 33, No. 1 of January 3, 1968; (3) "Guidelines

for banks and nonbank financial institutions", Federal Reserve Board as

published in its Press Release of January 1, 1968; (4) Newspaper reports

and discussions with U.S. Government officials.

CONTENTS

I. Purpose of the Program
II. Elements of the Program

III. Control of Direct Investment
IV. Guidelines for financial institutions
V. Possible effects on World Bank Group

VI. Possible effects on less developed countries

Annex: Definitions of country groups

Table 1: Classification of IBRD members

Table 2: U.S. balance of payments program for 1968



I. Purpose of the Program

1. Because of a sharp deterioration in the U.S. balance of

payments during the fourth quarter of 1967, the U.S. Government is

strengthening its program to contain the outflow of dollars and gold.

The goal is to reduce the deficit to a level of $1 billion in 1968.

The Federal Reserve Board points out that the measures "have been

designed to focus the major effect ... on the developed countries

of continental Western Europe without adverse effects on ... developing

countries."

2. In preceding years the U.S. had already taken several steps

to reduce net private capital outflows. In 1963 an Interest Equalization

Tax was imposed on purchases from foreigners of securities issued in

developed countries other than Canada; the tax is administered by the

Treasury Department. In 1965 a program of voluntary restraint on foreign

investment was launched; it is administered jointly by the Commerce

Department (responsible for guidelines on direct investments) and by

the Federal Reserve Board (responsible for guidelines on loans by

financial institutions).

3. During the initial years of this program, the U.S. balance
1/

of payments improved from a deficit of $3.9 billion in 1960 to deficits

of $1.3 billion in 1965 and $1.4 billion in 1966. In 1967, however, the

1/ U.S. official estimates of the balance of payments deficit are prepared
on two alternative sets of definitions. The older and more frequently
quoted one is the "liquidity" basis; it adds changes in liquid liabilities
to foreigners (an increase adds to the deficit) to changes in reserves.
The figures cited in this note are on the liquidity basis.
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situation started deteriorating again. On a seasonally adjusted annual

basis the deficit increased from $2.1 billion in the first quarter to

$2.7 billion in the third. Preliminary figures for the fourth quarter

indicate a sudden further deterioration to a rate in the neighbourhood

of $8 billion on an annual basis. This would mean a deficit for the

whole of 1967 of the same order of magnitude as in 1960, namely'nearly

$4 billion. U.S. gold reserves which have been decreasing from a level

of $23 billion in 1957, dropped further by more than $1 billion in 1967

to a level of US $12 billion. This is about double the loss in 1966.

About three-quarters of the loss occurred after the British devaluation.

In his statement on January 1st, President Johnson indicated that the change

was due to (a) rising costs for the war in Vietnam, (b) an increase in

private loans and investment abroad, (c) a smaller than anticipated

trade surplus, (d) a rise in tourist spending and (e) the "uncertainty

and unrest" that went with the devaluation of the pound sterling. It

has subsequently been reported that about $1.4 billion of the approximately

$2 billion deficit in the fourth quarter was due to disposal by the U.K.

of its dollar securities ($500 million) and speculation and uncertainties

($900 million). The President concluded that an enlargement of the balance

of payments program was necessary.

II. Elements of the Program

4. New measures which have been announced are as follows:

(a) Direct Foreign Investment: The voluntary restraint

program has been replaced by more severe, mandatory

restraints. The reduction in the balance of payments

deficit expected from this is $1 billion. (This item

is more fully described in Section III below).
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(b) Lending by Financial Institutions: The voluntary

restAsints on foreign lending are tightened; a

reduction of $500 million is expected. The Federal

Reserve Board has been given authority to make this

program mandatory should such a measure become desirable

(This item is more fully described in Section-IV below).

(c) Foreign Investment in U.S.: Converselyefforts to

attract foreign investment in the U.S. will be

intensified.

(d) Tourist Expenditure: An appeal to Americans to "defer

for the next two years all non-essential travel outside

the Western Hemisphere", and possible legislation to

discourage such travel are expected to reduce the deficit

by $500 million. Conversely the program to attract

tourists to the U.S. will be intensified.

(e) U.S. Government Foreign Expenditures; The foreign exchange

costs of U.S. Government spending abroad are to be

reduced by $500 million.

Mf) Improvements in Trade Balance: A long range program

to stimulate exports, if necessary with financial support,

and negotiations with trading partners to adjust tax

systems that discriminate against U.S. imports is expected

to increase the trade surplus by $500 million.

(g) Domestic Surtax: Legislation is proposed for an income

tax surcharge of 10%.



5. Grouping of Countries under the Program: The application

of the restraints on direct foreign investment and lending by financial

institutions is to discriminate between three groups of countries,

(Table 2). The three groupings (see Annex) are:

Schedule A: Less developed countries

Schedule B: Developed countries outside continental
Western Europe

Schedule C: Developed countries in continental
Western Europe

Schedule B includes the oil-exporting countries of the Middle East, as

well as Bermuda, the Bahamas and Hong Kong. Spain and Portugal are

included in Schedule C, while Finland, Iceland and Greece are in Schedule A.

There are some differences in the treatment of certain countries in the

different measures. Thus South Africa is in Schedule C for direct

investment and in Schedule B for loans from financial institutions.

Canada, Japan and the U.K. receive special treatment in the guidelines

for financial institutions. Measures on tourism discriminate in favor

of the Western Hemisphere.

III. Control of Direct Investment (including reinvested earnings):

6. The mandatory restraint on direct investment abroad in the

three groupings of countries is as folloe:

Schedule A: Limitation of direct investment to an annual level

of 110% of the investor's average investment in

all Schedule A countries combined in 1965 and 1966.

Schedule B: Limitation of direct investment to an annual level

of 65% of the investor's average investment in all

Schedule B countries combined during 1965 and 1966.

Schedule C: A moratorium on all new direct investment. Limitation

of reinvestment of earnings to 35% of the total average
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direct investment by the investor in all Schedule C

countries combined in 1965 and 1966.

Repatriation of Earnings

7. Each company that makes direct investments abroad must

return to the U.S. at least once a year a share of its foreign earnings.

The amount is equal to the greater of:

(a) The same percentage of the company's share of total

earnings in each or any of the three areas as it

repatriated during the years 1964, 1965 and 1966.

(b) Earnings in excess of reinvested earnings (see paragraph 7

above).

Limitation of Liquid Balances

8. In addition, and to make the regulation concerning

repatriation of earnings more effective, the Secretary of Commerce

has issued a rule whereby each direct investor is required, on or

before June 30, 1968, to reduce the amount of all bank deposits and

other short-term financial assets held by him, to an amount not in

excess of the average end-of-month amounts held by him during 1965 and

1966. The excess amount must be returned to the U.S.

Exception for Small Investors

9. The restrictions do not apply to direct investments abroad

totalling not more than $100,000 for any one investor.

IV. Guidelines for Financial Institutions

Commercial Banks

10. The new ceiling on foreign credits outstanding for 1968

is 103% of the amount outstanding on December 31, 1964, for all large
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commercial banks. The banks are to reduce outstanding term loans

(with original maturity exceeding one year) to Schedule C countries

by not renewing them at maturity, and not using the proceeds to make

loans to residents of these countries. Short-term loans (up to one

year) to Schedule C countries are to be reduced during 1968 to 60%

of the amount outstanding on December 31, 1967. Within the ceiling

absolute priority is to be given to bona fide export credits. The

next highest priority is to be given to loans to developing countries.

Furthermore, the restrictive policies of banks should avoid an undue

burden on Canada, Japan and the United Kingdom.

Non-banking Financial Institutions

11. Total holdings of covered foreign assets (see paragraph 12)

are to be reduced by 5% or more during 1968, below the level held on

December 31, 1967. Holdings of liquid funds abroad are to be reduced

to zero during 1968, even if this entails a reduction in total covered

assets much larger than 5%. "However, an institution may maintain such

minimum working balances abroad as are needed for the efficient conduct

of its foreign business activities." No new investments in the Schedule C

countries are to be made, except credits judged essential for financing

U.S. exports.

12. The following assets are not covered by the program:

(1) All bonds and notes of international institutions of which

the United States is a member;

(2) Long-term investments in Canada, Japan, and all developing

1/ These institutions include insurance companies, investment companies,
finance companies, mutual savings banks, employee retirement and

pension funds, college endowment funds, charitable foundations, trust
companies and trust departments of commercial banks.
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countries, including credit instruments with maturities

exceeding 10 years at the date of acquisition, direct

investment in financial subsidiaries, and equity securities

issued by firms domiciled in these countries;

(3) Equity securities of firms in developed countries other

than Canada and Japan, acquired in U.S. markets from

American investors.

V. Possible Effects on World Bank Group

IBRD

13. Although the IBRD is classified as a foreigner in the

U.S. balance of payments, U.S. holdings of its bonds are exempt

from the coverage of the guidelines. (Approval by the U.S. Government

continues of course to be necessary for each new bond issue in the U.S.).

According to the language of the guidelines,

"foreign financial assets not covered by the guidelines

are still reportable on the quarterly statistical reports

to the Federal Reserve Banks, but are not subject to

ceiling limitations. Such non-covered foreign investments

include...

1. Bonds and notes of international institutions of which

the U.S. is a member, regardless of maturity."

In the early years of the balance of payments program, the

Board gave out press releases on holdings of both covered and non-covered

assets. It appears that some institutions may have been induced thereby

to seek to reduce not only covered assets, but all foreign assets, including
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IBRD bonds. As the Board has ceased to publicize holdings of uncovered

assets, this particular incentive to reduce such holdings has been

eliminated.

IDA

14. The U.S. Government is currently entering into negotiations

with other Part I countries for a second IDA replenishment at 'the level

of about $400 million per annum for the next three years.

IFC

15. The new restrictions might have some effects on the

investment plans of U.S. firms contemplating joint ventures with IFC.

These effects will be similar to those on all U.S. investments in LDCs

(which are discussed in Part VI below).

VI. Possible Effects on Less Developed Countries

16. U.S. Government officials state that the 1968 ceiling

of 110% of the average of 1965 and 1966 was selected for new investment

in LDCs because it was considered to be high enough to avoid strains

on those countries. However problems may arise in such underdeveloped

countries as Korea, Taiwan and Thailand where private investment has

just recently become attractive to U.S. investors, and where official

development plans for an important part are based on a rapidly increasing

inflow of private capital; a strict administration of the rules could

slow down the rate of development in such countries. A further complication

is that the announced ceilings apply to individual investors. Companies

which made relatively large investments during 1965 and 1966 may be

planning little investment in 1968. On the other hand companies which

made little or no investment during 1965-66 may have substantial plans
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for 1968. It has been informally indicated that the U.S. Government

may let potential investors in Schedule A countries use amounts

within the ceiling not used up by the firms who already are established

there. However, such switches could presumably not be effected without

administrative delays in the flow of direct investment to LDCs.

Furthermore, it is feared by some officials that the message that it

is still possible to make direct investments in LDCs may not get through

to many companies concerned, especially those which might benefit from

switching or other administrative leniency.

Other Investments

17. Commercial banks are to reduce total foreign credits

outstanding to 103% of the level on December 31, 1964 (compared to a

ceiling of 109% in 1967). In effecting the necessary reductions, banks

are again asked to avoid adverse effects on export credits as a first

priority and on LDCs as a second priority. A similar explicit statement

of priorities has not been made in the guidelines for non-bank financial

institutions, although it was made in previous years. Thus it is possible

that the reductions may affect credits to developing countries.

Tourism

18. The proposed cut in tourist expenditures of $500 million

could be damaging to those developing countries in the Eastern Hemisphere

where the inflow of American tourist dollars forms an important portion

of their total foreign exchange earnings, or where the development of a

tourist industry is an important part of the overall development plan.

Examples of such countries are those of the Mediterranean and East Africa.
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Government Expenditures Abroad

19. A reduction of military foreign exchange costs and of AID

expenditures abroad will be sought. The largest effects from these

reductions are likely to be felt in East Asia.



ANNEX

(The following definitions are derived from regulations
and guidelines issued by the U.S. Government. Their
application to members of the Bank Group is shown in

Table 1)

I. Direct Foreign Investment (from Commerce Department "Foreign Direct

Investment Regulations", Federal Register, Volume 3, No. 1, 1968).

1. Schedule A countries include less developed countries i.e. all

countries (except the communist ones) which are not chedule B or C

countries (see below).

2. Schedule B countries include Australia, the Bahamas, Bermuda,

Canada, Hong Kong, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand and the United Kingdom

and the following oil-producing countries: Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq,

Kuwait, Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone, Libya, Qatar and Saudi Arabia.

3. Schedule C countries include South Africa and continental

Western Europe but exclude Turkey, Greece and Finland.

II. Financial Institutions (from Federal Reserve Board, "Guidelines for

banks and non-bank financial institutions", Press Release, January 1, 1968)

4. Developed countries are Abu Dhabi, Australia, Austria, the

Bahamas, Bahrain, Belgium, Bermuda, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany

(Federal Republic), Hong Kong, Iran, Iraq, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kuwait,

Kuwait-Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone, Libya, Lieclienstein, Luxembourg, Monaco,

Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Qatar, Republic of South Africa,

San Marino, Saudi Arabia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.

Also to be considered "developed" are the following countries: Albania,

Bulgaria, any part of China that is dominated or controlled by international

communism, Cuba, Czechoslavakia, Estonia, Hungary, any part of Korea that

is dominated or controlled by international communism, Latvia, Lithuania,
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Outer Mongolia, Poland (including any area under its provisional

administration), Rumania, Soviet Zone of Germany and the Soviet sector

of Berlin, Tibet, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the Kurile

Islands, Southern Sakhalin, and areas in East Prussia that are under

the provisional administration of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

and any part of Vietnam that is dominated or controlled by international

communism.

5. Developed countries of continental Western Europe include

Austria, Relgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,

Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,

San Marino, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.

6. Less developed countries are all countries not mentioned

in the above paragraphs 4 and 5.



TABLE 1

Classification of IBRD member countries according to U.S. Government

regulations and guidelines on investment abroad

Member Classified Member Classified
Country in Schedule Country in Schedule

Afghanistan A Kuwait B
Algeria A Laos A
Argentina A Lebanon A
Australia B Liberia A
Austria C Libya B
Belgium C Luxembourg C
Bolivia A Malagasy Rep. A
Brazil A Malawi A
Burma A Malaysia A
Burundi A Mali A
Cameroon A Mauritania A
Canada B Mexico A
Central African Rep. A Morocco A
Ceylon A Nepal A
Chad A Netherlands C
Chile A New Zealand B
China A Nicaragua A
Colombia A Niger A
Congo (Brazzaville) A Nigeria A
Congo, Dem. Rep. of A Norway C
Costa Rica A Pakistan A
Cyprus A Panama A
Dahomey A Paraguay A
Denmark C Peru A
Dominican Rep. A Philippines A
Ecuador A Portugal C
El Salvador A Rwanda A
Ethiopia A Saudi Arabia B
Finland A Senegal A
France C Sierra Leone A
Gabon A Singapore A
Gambia A Somalia A
Germany, Fed. Rep. of C South Africa * C
Ghana A Spain C
Greece A Sudan A

* The Commerce Department classifies countries in Schedules A, B and C in its
"Foreign Direct Investment Regulations." The Federal Reserve Board does not
use these terms in its"Guidelines for banks and nonbank financial institutions."
However, the "less developed countries" mentioned in the Guidelines are the
same as the Schedule A countries; the "developed countries outside continental
Western Europe" are the same as the Schedule B countries plus South Africa;
the "developed countries of continental Western Europe" are the same as the
Schedule C countries minus South Africa.

cont....



Table 1 - cont. -2-

Member Classified Member Classified
Country in Schedule Country in Schedule

Guatamala A Sweden C
Guinea A Syrian Arab Rep. A
Guyana A Tanzania A
Haiti A Thailand A
Honduras A Togo A
Iceland A Trinidad & Tobago A
India A Tunisia A
-Indonesia A Turkey A
Iran B Uganda A
Iraq B United Arab Rep. A
Ireland B United Kingdom B
Israel A United States
Italy C Upper Volta A
Ivory Coast A Uruguay A
Jamaica A Venezuela A
Japan B Vie t-Nam A
Jordan A Yugoslavia A
Kenya A Zambia A
Korea A



Table 2

U.S. Balance of Payments Program
for 1968

(for details, see accompanying text)

Developed Countries
Less Developed Outside Continental In Continenta'

Countries Western Europe Western Europ

Schedule A Schedule B Schedule C

1. Direct Investors
a) Total investment

(includes reinvested
earnings) as percent 2/
of 1965-66 average 110% 65% 35%~

b) Limitation of liquid
balances abroad to
average 1965-66 levels applicable in all foreign countries

2. Commercial Banks

a) Total claims 103% of December 1964 global total
(compared to 109% in 1967)

b) Term loans Renewable Renewable Not
Renewable

c) Short-term credit, as
percent of end-1967
level 60%

3. Non-bank Financial Institutions

a) Total investments, as percent 3/
of end-1967 level 95% global total, with exceptions

b) New investments Allowed Allowed Prohibited

4. Government Expenditures Abroad Global reduction of $500 million

5. Tourism Discouraged outside Western Hemisphere

1/ South Africa is included under Schedule C in line 1 and under Schedule B
in lines 2 and 3.

2/ Allowable out of reinvested earnings only, not from new capital funds.

3/ IBRD bonds and other bonds and notes of international institutions of which the
U.S. is a member are exempt, as are equity investments and loans over 10 years
in Canada, Japan and Schedule A countries.



January 26, 1968

Dear Artaur.

Servan-Schreiber's CAJ ALLENOE
arrived at the gaeit time aS your letter. Thank
you very much for sending it to me. I m sure
I shall have fun with it and look forward to
passing it on to Ken.

Thanks for reminding me about a representative
from the Economics Department goin to 1%ev Delhi in
connection with suppliers' credits - this is being
arranged.

Looking forvard to seeing you in New Delhi.

Sincerely,

Irving 8. Friedmani

Mr. Arthur Karasa
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
4, Avenue d'lena
Paris
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WOO ARCHIVESDear I.0:

I was very glad to learn that you are now recovered and I
presume that you are back at work. I guess I should congratulate
you on your nev assigment as Economic Secretary. However, since it
means more work I am not sure that a true friend would congratulate
you. It is undoubtedly good for India and, in the world of the
nation state, what is good for India is assumed to be a matter of
congratulations to you! However, as an internationalist I am not
sure that it is not more important to keep you alive and healthy!
The invitation to do a year at Cambridge must have been very attractive
and hard to turn down.

I am glad to learn that Alek has been spreading The Word in far
countries. I am sure she did a splendid job and hope that she also
enjoyed it personally. Of course, this means giving you an opportunity
of being both a mother and father at the same time and, despite the
difficulties, I bet it was fun!

By now the World Bank is getting used to the idea of McNamara
becoming its head. I for one am very sorry to see George go, though I
am pleased that it was a completely voluntary decision on his part.
He seems to have enough courage not only to know when to quit, but
actually to do so.

I am somewhat concerned about the future of the economic work
here, particularly its role in promoting innovation. Like any
established institution innovations are not quite welcomed by everybody.
I do not think I would even have had limited suecess without the strong
support given by George to the entire effort. Perhaps, what little we
have accomplished thus far would best be served by my leaving the
institution. In this way the new President would have a chance to
choose his Economic Adviser, and the person so chosen would have the same
advantage as I have had, namely that the others would know that he
enjoyed the full confidence, and presumably support, of the President.
I am afraid that otherwise any attempt to argue for the continuous
strengthening of the economic work sounds like an exercise in self-
pleading. Anyway, I am getting too worn out to continue the pace of
work I have had here, and I can only see it getting worse.

I do hope to be coming out for the UNCTAD Conference, at least for
a little while, At the moment I am planning about ten days from about
February 25 to March 7 or so. I am mostly coming to have a chance to
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talk to you and others about India, and to do what little I can to explain
further our supplementary finance scheme.

I was very interested in your news about the Patel family. You
and Alek will surely haye many places to visit, if only you can get your-
self away from the work . -

Our own family is fine. Ken has returned from Paris and is now
back at college. John has not yet heard from any of the colleges, but is
in a more optimistic mood at present -- perhaps it is not optimism but a
realisation that he has done all he can.

Please give our best to Alek.

With best wishes for 1968,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

P.S. I am looking into the question of Dr. Sen, but have been so busy
with McNamara's coming and related things that I have not been
able to do much yet, but promise to do so.



Mw. M.rv7Y L. Weiner JeamUea 26, 1968

Irving 8. Friedman

COLOMBIA - Distribution of Lconomi* Report to xewentive Direetors ad
Consultative GroTp

In reply to your menomandum of January 24, I have been following
the procodure that where it is Dot neceesawy we should not call for an
economic coXmittee meeting. Hovver, I think that any econosi. report
going to the Board reviewing the current situation and outlook is
important enough to be the subject of, at last, a special meeting. I
have been having smaller meetings in zy office with representatives from
the Ares, Department and Economies Department, ad anyone else intewested.

I would, therefore, appreoiate it if you would have your secretary
arrange with mine a time for such a meeting - leaving an hour for
discussion. lesentially, the agenda for such a meeting is whether we
are all in agreement on the conclusions of the economie report, since I
assume that the actual review of the report itself will have been finished.

e: Mr. Adler
Mr. Collier
Mr. Saechetti



January 26,1968

1. Xr. Stevenson 800

2. Mr. Clarke 200

Would someone prepare a suitable reply

for me - thanks

Irving S. Friedman

(letter from Irving Brecher's son -

Richard A. Brecher - asking for summer work.)
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BANK-FUND COOPERATION

Mr. Friedman said that the economic work on Indonesia was an out-

standing example of Bank-Fund cooperation, worthy of special mention. This

was reflected in many ways including the full participation of the Fund

experts in the Economic Committee deliberations on Indonesias now taking place.

Incidentally, the participation of Fund staff in meetings of the lonnomig

Committee had now become routine.



Mr. John Rulley January 25, 1968

Irving S. Friedman

U.S. Treasy book "MAINTAINING THE STREN OF THE UNITED STATES 1OLLAR
IN A STRONG FREE WORLD ECONOMY"

Could you please obtain two copies of the above book - copy

of whieh has already been passed to your office - and let me have them.

The copy already sent to you, should be retained in your office.



January 25, 1968

Mr. de Fonteiay 1021

Has anything more happened on this?

Irving S. Friedman

(Meeting of French-speaking African
countries.)
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WBG ARCHIVES

DeW Douglas:

I was very pleased and proud to read the neimpaper report ce
your going to the Treasury. Were it someone *lse I might oomment on
the fast that you were tAking over during the most difficult period
in the economic history of England. But to you I would rather say
I am glad that you have this opportunity because I am completely
cnevince that the present Gordian knot in which the world is tied
must be out decisively and intelligently in the period ahead. It is
going to take some bold strokes, but I am profouudly convinced that
practical solutions will be found by capable people to restore Britain
to the position in which it can help the world, as well as Britain,
be a better place in which to live.

I am most appreciative of the insights you have given me for
iaw years -- most recently during the last year - into the realities
of your country. As a result I think I am not naive about these
diffieulties. But despite it all, including what has been happening
in my own country, I have not yet dispaired of finding a way to turn
around the unfavorable world trends. Indeed I envy you your opportunity
to make an important contribution to turning this tide. If in any way
I can be of help, please let me know.

With beat wishes for the Ne Year,

Sincerely yours,

Irving B Friedman

Sir Douglf Allen
Dopartnent of loonomic Affairs
Storey's Gat*
London SW 1
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WBG ARCHIVES

Dear WilUiat

May I add Ry congratulations to the uany othere
on your appointment. All would agree that it was the
finest eeleetion and moot deserved. It will seem odd

for you not to be on the fimaeial ad oconoxic side
of the Treasury, particularly in view of the great many
problems in which you have been involved over the years,
but your new job soun like an opportunity to make an
enduring contribution to Britain. Will you be at all
relieved from the life of the "quickie deaision"
characteristic of a Treasury official?

I do hope that we will continue to have ooasions
to see each other, whether in London, Washington, or
elsewhere.

With beat wishes tor the Nev Year,

Sincerely yours.

Irving S. Friedmwa

Sir William Armstrong
H. M, Treasury
Great George Street
La4non SW I



January 24, 1968

Dear Mr. Prasad:

Thauk you for your letter of JanuarY 4. 1 4z
pleased to enclose a ao" of my addrss to the Canadian
Political kiaieuce Association entitled "International
Problems of Economic Development". I am also sending
elist of other publications available frow the Bank.

On your request for references that may be useful
in preparing your research paper, I feel that the best
course would be to supply you with a representative sample
of recent publications in this field including books,
wrtielea and statistioal saterial. MAny of the books
listed - for instance IaternatiqA" AiA by Little and
Clifford - contain selected bibliographies;, some of these
are quite exhaustive.

Sincerely youra,

Irving 8. Priedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. D. K. Prasad
Reader in Economics
Vardhaman College
Bijnor (U.P.)
India
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George Allen, London 1965
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W& Lewis
iBrookings Inwtitute, Washington, 1962
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*t. Martivz Press, Now York, 1964
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Loudon. 1961

T"he Flow of Finauelal Reeources to Less DeveloplA Countries - OEMD -
pubiUs4ed uanually - OZCD Journal:
Speoial isjue on Aid, Se.pt.-Oot, 1966

Firitn AAsISUMO and w Co40aic Develp t - AID Discus.ioc paper No. T
levisod) - ()fice of Programme Coordination,

AID, U. S. State Dept., Washington, D.C. June 1961
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Review of iconomics amd Statistics, Vol. XLVII,
August 1965, pp. 251-26T.
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R. Ao~innon, Econ~mlc Journal, June 1964.
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Brookings Iwtitute, Washingtou,D.C. June 1965
Deb Sevie Cnattyan Fet4r 2rESth in lzztrntoa I. ebtedness -

Dragoslav Avrwaovia - Baltimore John Hopkins Presa
1958
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Harvard Paper published 1966

U. X. 8"kal and ouomic Cquggil - various publieations on the rol* of
external finanao in developing countries.

Oimrsesa DMerpiomnt 1tiute - pamphlets on French, German, and British Aid,
and book on Effective Aid.
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AUG 16 2023 Janury 2, 1968

PERSONAL
WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Wilfried:

I gather you have now taken on your new responsibilities.
Please accept my warmest congratulations. It must be good to have
the period of uncertainty over and to begin to immerse yourself in
your new work. I would, of course, be most interested to hear from
you -- when you have the chance -- to learn more about your new
life. Among other things I hope that it means far more occasions
for you to come to the United States and Washington. I am getting
a good deal of personal satisfaction and pride from your appointment,

As you know we seem to be getting to the last stage of the
race for IDA replenishment. George came back from Germany convinced
that agreement should be found as quickly as possible, and I fully
agreed. Needless to say I am despondent with the magnitude reached,
although I do get some pleasure from the fact that the balance of

payments safeguards we are now discussing are of a much less difficult
character and are regarded by all as not establishing a precedent.
Of course, I am well aware that anything that is actually begun may
become a precedent, but if things change in the next couple of years
and the next IDA replenishment has no payments safeguards, perhaps the

present replenishment will prove to be the exception - I hope so.

History tends to be so ironic. At the very time when the
World Bank had a President who was prepared to give vigorous and
creative leadership this proved to be the very years in which leader-
ship was most difficult for objective reasons external to the Bank.
I wonder if ever before in history we have had so many countries pursue
wrong economic policies simultaneously? I bemoan the fact that the
international monetw7 system, which seemed to be the one area in
which we were creating something that was distinctly separate from the
political arena, is now deeply involved in international politics. It
makes one wonder whether these strenuous efforts in the field of public
policy are really worthwhile. However, I am not complaining as these
developments have made life exciting both in the Fund and in the Bank.

In the Bank, of course, the central topic of interest is
McNamara and the implications of his coming over to the Bank. For
reasons I need not spell out to you, I am very sorry to see George go.
Much of what he has done will, I am confident, bear fine fruit in the
future. I hope that, at that time, there will be some who will still
remember the efforts he made to initiate these developments. As for

myself, as you can readily imagine I am giving deep thought to whether
I want to stay on. I am convinced that to do ay job successfully and
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with any sense of personal satisfaction, it is necessary to have the full
confidence and strong support of the President. It is a unique relation-
ship in the Bank, since it does combine executive functions with advisory
functions in an area of activity that Is of significance in virtually all
that the Bank does. As an innovator of practical policies - and I
think that is my main job -- I inevitably come up against the resistance
of those who see no reason for innovation or, if they do, think that it is
wrong. You know the people, so I feel I don't have to elaborate the point.
I do not want to stay on to do a routine job -- the fun I get is being
the innovator as well. as the analyst and adviser. The Bank has proven
stimulating, educational and worthwhile. On balance I don't regret having
accepted George's invitation to come. I have no prejudice whatever against
McNamara, from all I hear he should be a very fine President and a challenging
person with whom to work. However, as I said before, I don't think that Mr
present job can be done by anyone unless it has vigorous help from the
President. I hope that I don't sound concerned or worried, because I am
really not. As so many times in the past, I wanted to share these thoughts
with you, and regret conversation is difficult to arrange.

Please give our warmest regards to Rath. Our family is doing
fine.

With beet wishes for the New Year,

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Wilfriod Guth
Fasanengarten 15
Koenigstein in Taunus
Frankfurt a main
Germany



January 24, 1968

Dear Dr. Cheng:

I am sorry I vaS not able to see you *hen you

were in Washington recently. I as terribly busy

these d45.

I an bringing your paper to the attention of

other interested colleagues and will let you have

their comwnts*in due course.

With kind regards$

Sincerely yourS,

Irving S. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Dr. Hang-Sheng Cheng
Associate Professor
Iowa State University
DepartMnt of Economics
Ames, Iowa 50010

*As well as mW own.



isauary 24, 1968

eor Joe:

I xcknoledge receipt of, and thank you for, your
letter of January 18 and its attachment entitled "MANTAININO
THE STRENGTH OF T UNITED STATES DOZ&AR IN A STRONG FREE
WORLD ECONOMY."

I feel certain that rele"*e of this important
doement at this time will add a new dimension to current
publie diseussion on the program for aehieving equilibrium in
the balance of payments of the United States, and vill lead to
a better understanding of the nature and working of the
international wmetary system. Your plea for coordinated
multilateral action to ensure further growth and prosperity for
all nations of the free world is one that resposuible and
diseerning people eyerywhere ill readily support.

With best vishes,

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woed

The Honorable
Henry H. Tovlr
Secretary of the Treasury
Wathington, D.C.

ISFriedman/DLBudhoo:rgw
January 23, 1968



Mr. Alexander Stevenson January 24, 1968

Irving S. Friedman

I.r.C. and Financing of Commodities

I notice that at the next meeting of the I.F.C. Executive Directors

they are going to tasU about the financing of commodities. I* that a

continuation of the study that Gertrude Lovasey was doing?



Mr. O0orge D. Woo". Jsxnary 19, 1968

Irving 8. lriedasn

World Bunk Gr - Next St " in Economic Work

On December 1i I sent you a draft memorandm on the progress thus far in
transforming the World Bank Group into a leading development institution. In
this semorandus I will try to focus on what the World Bank Group might do next
in the economic field. Most of the suggestions rtpresent an extension or
improvement of the work which is already going on. There are, however, a few
subjects which may require the initiation of new work.

1. Economies of Project Selection and Evaluaticn

I will not try to comawnt on the possible improvzmt from an economic
viewpoint in the work of project selection and evaluation. Similar3y I will
not try to comvent on the possible extension of the World Bank Group lending
activities into new areas such as housing, tourist facilities, etc. despite
the economic importance of these matters. I presume these matters will be
covered in the mzwrandum which is being prepared for you in the Projects
Department. I would, however, like to say that I have been gratified with
the increasing acceptance of the approach that the economic evaluation of a
project can only intelligently take place against the background of an
evaluation of an entire sector and its relationship to other sectors of the
econor. In talking about 'cost and benefit' Ihat we should be more and more
talking about are not only financial returns relating to a project but also
'developmental returns' for the whole econow. This is especially important
since I believe that the World Bank will be called upon increasingly to help
other possible investors -- public and even possibly private -- to identify
and even evaluate economically desirable investments. Moreover, as international
capital resources are becoming relatively morG scarce while the ability of
developing countries to mak* effective use and capital production investments
have greatly improved, more importance will be attached to the economic advantages
of any investment in a country as compared with other possible uses in that
country and/or in other countries. Tis inter-wuntry comparison of the
economic efficiency of potential investments is a very difficult question and I
believe that more and mars of our economic research effort or the research effort
we help inspire outside the Bank, will have to go into these kinds of questions,
otherwise the investment decisions or recommendations to others by the World
Bank Group are going to be open to serious challenge.

2. Country _ _sn _ Research Work.

%be economic country work has now reached a point where the detailed fact-
finding stage has been largely completed. This work has revealed that in quite
a large number of countries the information available is not good enough for
serious investment decision-making. For the tinzbeing there is no practical
choice except to do one's best in reaching economic conclusions by using
available information with sophisticated use of judgment by economists wit
experience in these matters. However, there is growing worldwide recognition
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by the oamnslta and statisticians of the great need to improve our basia
e...amie knwledge of the LDC's. The World bent Ora a is likely to beeom
part of this worlwid effort to obtain the data needed to Juge eson-ia
situations sad policies vol as select and evalate projects. Our iut.w-
national ebaraetor means tat our eeonauie work will alvays be subject to
the most careful and critieal scrutiny by xparts elaevhere. There is the
fortunate eireumetance that computer techniques can greatly reduce the mA
hour* neesary to do a good job. We have already started aakinA use of these
faeilities as well as inrease our knowledge of hitherto welatiVely aegleet"
questimns such as populatioA policies and dteaase eapoaditures, but it in
necessary for this purpose to continuously imrove the sesintific skill of
the staff as well as the availability of mehnica facilities.

3. Country &o?.ie r Work - Perforwtee 6er1gadts

The emnept of insisting on reaaonably good ecoomie performance as a
pr*-condition for World Bauk loess or IDA credits or reeomsndations to
consultative group" or ansorti&, is now widely asepted. In practice,
however, more has to be done to ensure that epecial reasons are not too oftan
found for making particular leans Ad credit*, whieh in effect invalidate the
porformsne eriteria. The bank's reputation in this field mew stands high
became it is generally believed that we do a very careftl #*b in arriving at
our judgments *n *cominte pwrformAnce ad that we are suffiaiently couragemus
and moa-politleal to implement such policies in praetice. This job of
evalua+ing eountry performance has beeome all the mrA important besanse of
our leadership role in eensortia and oonsultative groups. The 4urden an our
poeiey Juftments aM4 aviee beiug 'right' is greater. Therefore, in aditioA
to our eurrent work in the B*onoaic Committee, we are also retinking what
our porfornawam criteria should be in the uture. It is also importat to
ensure that the seehanism for ixPlefenting the econmic poliey 46clsioes eM
a country, in the coure of the lauk's mwam varied kinds of ativitia, vwrks
well. This is partioularly iaportant as the World Bank Group *wes in the
direetion of titing in terms of "progra ma" simemented over-timz laer than
separate psoject investaets. We have made a boginning on this in establishing
sme follow-up "odures. Hoveyer, mAwh more ill have to be done. This
might well involve less time spent on doing long economic country reports ant
sore time spent en implewwting agrsod poliies on eeoumic ptrforpance or
adapting such pelicy attitudes to changed eirumstanes.

6. ntenalIndebtA0nMs6

The eatermal debt problez has been with the Bank for magy years. The
Beak has been involved in various ways in the exteral debt criees of ountries.
The mest recent and outstanding came is the present Indian dobt re-sabodulig
Arcise. At present, the less developed ountries as a group are saking
servics payments en publie ad publiely garsateed debt of about $4 billion a
year, of wbieh about $2.6 billien is for amortisation ad about $1.2 billion is
for interest, and this level has been rising steadily. This mpresents nearly half
of the gress publie flows into LDC's. The problem is me lesger isolated a.d is a
major aspeat of the whole problem of dovelopmat finance. A successful overall
attack o this prOblom eoulA provide an Iportant sourcs of 4evolo nfinance.
Thus the world may well be approaching the point vban a piece neal approach to
the 4ebt problem is so longer sensible sa a systematie eoordlnat" approah
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to the problem, based on some aseptable international eriteria, needs to be
undertaken. Whether or not the World Bank Group should take the lead in
this exercise is difficult to say at this time - there are obvious arguments
pro and en. vSwever, it would seem safe to say that in wW ease the World
Bank will have to play an important part, not only because it is one of the
world's major creditors of the LDC's , but also beeause its international
tharacter and reputation might make it the ens body (acting in some way with
the Fund) countries would be willing to entrust with this task.

. Private CanItl Flows

Restrietions placed on the outflows of private capital for certain
purposes by the United States and intensification of such restrictions by the
United Kingds, heighten the importance of the role of the already scaree
private epital and how it might be most effiently used in the developing
countries. The World Bank Group may well find private firms of the
developed eountries eager to associate themselves with the activities of the
IZC or the World Bank in the hope that this might help them obtain a more
favorable reaction from the U.S. authorities when requesting permission to
make direct investments abroad. Similarly, In making judgments on eountries'
economies, we may find the U.S. amthosities administering the eapital controls
paying close attention to what the World Bank studies are saying about the
significance of private foreign capital for the developing countries as one
element in their decision makinag. In this and other ways , these ekanged
conditions may affect the work of the World Bank Group. For the *conmic work,
it may vell mean much closer attention to the investment activlties of the
private foreign sector.

6, IDA Rh - _Stions for Cosnideration before Third Replenishment

The World Bank staff have acsummlated a considerable amount of experiene*
in the last three years of the IDA replenishment exercise. We have learned
how to estimate the needs and effective use of development finance and more
particularly of consessional aid. Much of this kind of work has now become a
regular bi-product of the economio work on countries and the statistical work
of the Economics Department. At the moment we axe preparing a paper on
eriteria to guide the use of IDA funds for future diseussions by the Executive
Direetors. However, in addition, the IDA exercise also indicated that a number
of questions of a broad policy nature, though of less imediate importance,
could profit from re-examination, before the third replenishment exercise.
These include:

(a) What should the relative burden sharing in eontributioN to IDA bes,
since the drauati echauges in the world econoWy have clearly made the
present divisions arbitrary and fundenentally irrational?

(b) The problem Which arise from the linking of ontributions from
one donor to anoter, or in other words, how to overem the "slowest
boat in the convoy" as a consequence of this linking. Closely related
is the role of the-Bank contribution.

(e) How to cope with the problem of countries that simply refuse to
consider the masitude of their contribution to IDA separate from their
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other contributions to development finance (includiug eontributions
whibh take place indireetly from the maintenance of high priees in

their markets for certain exports of the less developed countries).

(d) He to ope with the pessible requests of governments that they
have special problems, i.e. balance of panmexts, budgetary, motary,
or others which donors claim impair their ability to eontribute to

what might thervise be regarded as a reasonable magnitude to IDA.

(e) Ro to make effeetive une of the local currency contribution of

the Fart II countries, a subject to which the President of IDA has

repeatedly invited thoughtful attention.

(f) How to reconcile the desire of onor countries to play a greater

role in the formulation and implemontation of IDA policies with the

desire to taintain the independent character of IDA and its reputation
for objective non-political approsch to development finance. (This

mq arise in the me inmediate future.)

(g) Tho eacourgment of more supplemental contributions from donor

cuntries and "speeial" partnership relations in whieh contributions

from donor countries are eombined with IDA funds to serve objective*

which IDA regards as being of high priority in a manner compatible
with the operating practices of IDA. It may well be found that the

growth of IDA may come not only in the form of increasing its general

pool of resources but also in the form of special funds given for

special purposee such as rehabilitation of Indonesia, special projects
in the Middle ast, transportation in Africa, Supplementary Fiaance,
Buffer Stocks, ete. Such funds might cone from a completely different

eombination of countries with different proportions in burden sharing
than in the general replenishment. Indesd it is conceivable that they

might cone from one country as long as there were no strings attached

to their usage. In effect it would be kinds of supplomental contributins

A aArr a 4 as r den's.

World Dank Borroving

Aside from the "financial" aspects of World Bank borrowing, we may need
to devote even more attention to conditions in emital markets, different ways

and means of raising capital, reserve positions of Central Banks, regulations

and restrictions on foreign investments. budgetary situations, balance of

payments positions and outlook, etc., because of the great changes in the world

economy. (We have demonstrated that the World Bank helps the U.S. balance of

psyents position, but this is the sort of question on which we will need to

keep on working so long as the underlying problem continues.)

8. jasesatary Finsae

It seems likely from the latest information that there will be an agwe-

neat on the forthcoming UNCTAD Conference to keep alive the lupplomontsr7
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Finance proposal (and perhaps In some way to relate it to IDA), while at the
same time avoidizW the question of asking for finance during a period when
IDA and other requests for funds are beforo the U.S. Congress sam other
legislatures. Until now, all countries participating in these diseussions,
whether developed or undeveloped, have agreed that if there is to be a
systom of supplonentsxy finance, it should be in the IDA because it is part
of the pieture of devalopmrnt finance, requiring the sam* kind of expertise
and involving finaneing facilities on similar term and conditions. Thus,
there is at least the possibility that IDA will be asked the question whether
it is prepared to a4minister a prograr of this kind and on what conditions.
I do not, however, see ay deliberations on this matter taking place, in say
ease at th board level in IDA, until the end of 1968 or 1969, vith staff work
going on after the UthCTAD Conference in preparation for such discussions.

9 Commodities

The study on comodities requested at Rio has amoused worldwide interest
and ezpeetations. We are proceeding with these studies and should be able to
have a Board discussion of our outline in February or March. It is too early
to say whether we will have something finished for the next September Conferenee,

Partly as a result of the discussions on suppleawntary finance and partly
as a consequence of the utter frustration so far in being able to reach agree-
ments on international comodities, e.g. coeoa, there is a growing feeling in
authoritative government cireles that in som way or another the World Bank
Group ought to be doing something about te comodity problem in a manner that
goes way beyond anyting we have considered thus far, What is being geste
is that *ve such questions as international agremsnt on production quotas and
export quotas should be considered within the framework of the World Rank Group.
The reason given is essentially that the problem of instability of comsodity
priees has no other so=un solution except by diversification, which is another
name for development. To achieve this diversifieation it is necessary to have
an effective institution where countries could meet and decide things together
with the help of an international staff. The Coffee Diversification Pund
proposal is an eample of this kind of thinking. These views are current in
governments, including at the highest official levels in the United State*
Government. This is not a prediution that we will be doing this kind of vork
but that we should at least be prepared to give eonsideration to all sorts of
suggestions in this field.

10. Vlatnam Reconstruction

In Soptember 1963 at the Governors' Conference the Vietnam authorities
approached the Bank as to whether we would be prepared to play a role in the
reconstruction of Vietnam. At that time we said that we would be prepared
to consider playing a role in the reonatrution process when hostilities cene
to an end. When the Vietnam hostilities do cease, it my well be the World
Bank will be called upon to play a role in the reconstruction process. The
Asian Development Bank exists, but for a number of years the staff is likely
to be quite Inodlquate for such a major assignest and, of course, both
institutions, as well as the Monetary Fund in its area of specialisation,
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might v*11 be involved simultaneously.

1."Post-viotna" PILMUig

It will be recalled that about two yoorm ago we 4evelopW som thoughts
n the desirability of the Unit4d States Governauat doing now* 'post-war"

planning in the field of devolopwnt even AMriaA the period of the Vietnam
hostilities. The neaoranda embodying theme thoughts voe circulated to
various U.S. senior officials on a personal baeis and some informal dismasions
took place. Te end of the heetilities in Vietam could release larg* sums of
monies for dovelcpmat and might provide a much nor* favorable political and
public envlronmt for such activities all over the vwrld as well as In Vietnam.
I believe, that we should tonsider setting up a small group within the Sank to
do ths kind of forward thinking. Fortunately, mudh of the spae work is done
in our econemie reports. If nothing else we vight avoid falling into the error
of assuming that things that are vorthvhil* doing but are siMly inaeseivable
vmder present eircumstanees o" not even worth a curent effort to prepart to do
these in the future. It is an obvious lesson fron experimee in developmt
finanea that nearly anything worthwhile doing takes yers to prepare. We sbould
have in effeet a "helf" of worthwhile proposals of both a genral character and
of speeifi investments that might be brought forward if we were to find our-
selves in a now period of mveb gater capital availability.

12. Relations with Soviet Cowitries

There are mapy reasons for inereasing our knsledge of the Soviet countries,
including the possibility that some will become members of the World Bank Greup.
We have taken steps to begin this work and mW expeet it to beeome of inereasing
importance in the coming years. This inereased knowledge may, among other things,
help in coping with possible difficult problems of momber relations,
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Irving S. Friedman

Would you please look in the lateet issues of 14 Monde to see

vhether there has been any report about the meeting which has been taking

place, or took place recently, in Africa of the French speaking countries.

Thanks.
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To: Mr. George D. Woods
JAN 16 1968

Fra: Irving S. Friedman

Subject: World Bank Group as Leeding Develmeat Znetitution

On December 15 I sent you a memorandum on the progress thus far in

transforming the World Bank Group into a leading develoment institution.

In that memorandum I did not try to focus on what the World Bank Group might do

next as I have in memoranda in previous years. I think it might be usefel if

I were to express some ideas as to what the World Bank Group might do next from

the viewpoint of what are the present problems which the World Bank Group might

legitimately be expected to try to cope with either by the developed countries

or the less developed countries. 7bese, of course, range quite widely from

subjects which are already being handled by the Bank to those which are quite

novel. For convenience I have tried to separate the topics under two broad

categories: Z The Improvement and Extension of ExIsting Work; and Ir New Work,

I. The Improvement and Extension of Egpsin& Work

I will not try to cowment on the possible improvement from an eoomici

viewpoint in the work of project selection and evaluation ainee this presumably

will be covered in the memorandum which is being prepared for you in the Projects

Department. I would, however, like to make the coument that I have been gratified

with the increasing acceptance of the approach that project evaluation from the

viewpoint of economic science can only intelligently take place against the beak-

ground of an evaluation of an entire sector and its relationship to other sectors

of the econoy* This does increase the burden of enomic evaluation in making

any cost benefit analysis, but, on the otherhand, the use of mere standard

procedures of obtaining information and methods of analysis enables the greater

use of computer techniques, thus reducing the time necessary to find answers to

these difficult economic questions. Moreover, I believe that the World Rank

will find that it is not only called upon to judge the wisdom of its own investments

in particular sectors, but also increasingly to help other possible investors -



public and even possibly private - to identify economically desirable investments.

(Whether we would be psepared to even go so far as to help evaluate sch potential

investments is still another question.) Moreover, as international capital

resources have become relatively more and more scare. because of the increasing

ability of developing countries to make effective use sad capital production

investments, our economic judgmenta on the advantage of investments, either

directly by the World Bank Group or indirectly in advising through Consultative

Groups, the Bank is going to have to take into consideration the basic question

of all economic seienee, namely what alternatives have to be come up with in order

to wake a certain investment? These alternatives vill be found in other countries

as well as within any one country. This inter-country comparison of country

investments is a very difficult question for economic science if done carefully and

is to be taken seriously. I believe that more and more of our research effort or the

research effort we help inspire sxxwxkx outside the Bank, will have to go into

this question, otherwise the investment decisions or recomnmn dations by the World

Bank Group are going to be open to serious challenge.

The economic country work has now reached a point where the fact-finding

stage in depth has been largely completed. This work has revealed that in some

countries the information available is not good enough for serious investment

decision-making. For the timebeing there is no choice except to do one's best

on the basis of available information with sophisticated use of Judgment by people

with experienee in these matters. However, there is growing worldwide

recoggition by the economists and statisticiane of the need to improve the

manufacture(?) and collation of economic data relevant for the investment decision-
part

making process. The World Bank Group is likely to become px* of this worldwide

effort to obtain the necessary date here on the international economic level as in

the case of evaluation of the economie costs benefits of the project. There is

the fortunate circumstance that computer techniques can greatly reduce the ma-hours
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asoeseary to do a good job. However, it is necessary *W* for this purpose to

continuously iprove the soientific skill of the staff as well as the availability

of mechanical failities, since technological innovation in this field is rapid.

The oncsept of insisting on equally good economic performance as a pre-

condition for World Bank loans or IDA credits is now widely aceepted. In

practice, however, more has to be done to e*sure that various reasons are not

found for makin particular loans and credits, *hI* in effect ivalidate the

performance criteria. The Bank's reputation in this field now stands high because

it is generally believed that ve do a very careful job in arriving at our

judgments in performance and that we are sufficiently cautious and non-political to

implement such policies in practice. We have never tried to have absolute and ridged

standards of perfection. However, we have tried to have flexible but still high

standards which could stand up to international scrutiny and potential critieism,

particularly from various creditor and donor countries and institutions. Moreover,
inter-relate

we have nor entered the stage where we have to learn more about how to m

continuing programs of investment with our performance criteria. Changes desired by

the Bank in economic policy may cover a wide variety of subjects and iantft adopted

over a conAiderable period of time. At the same time we way be considering a

series of loans or credits and/or making recommendations to consultative groups or

consortia. The problem of inber-relating investment decisions by the Bonk or its

recomsendations to various kinds of caring groups is manageable, but it means that

the meehanism for ensuring that the economic policy deasions on a country are

implemented in our varied kind of potential activities, works well. We have made

a beginning on this and it in reflected in many ways, including the changed character

of the ecnomi seation in the President's Report. However, it is only ftboginning

and uch mre will have to be done. This might well involve lese time spent an

doing long economic reports and more tix. spent on implementing agreed policies an

economic performance or adopting such policies to changed circueatances.



The external debt problem has been with the Bank for v=W years. The Bank

has been involved in various ways in the debt crisis of counstries* The nost

recent and outstanding case * i the present Indian Obt re-seheduling exercise.

At present, the less develcped countries as a group are aking services paymants

of about $ billion (t cheek with Levy) a year of which about billion

is for merhandise and is for interest. Zhe debt proble can thus be

seen as a ens of reducing the burden on the balance of payments of many countries,

or conversely as another technic for raising development finance since free

foreign e*taW exchange would be released to the extent that external debt was

re-schaduled. The World may well be approaching the point that an abysmal approach

to the debt problem is no longer sensible and instead a systematic siaulitaneous approat

on the problem, based on some international criteria, would be undertaken, Whether or

not the World Bank Group took the lead in this exercise is difficult to say at this

tine - there are obvious argients pro and eon. Ewever, it would seem sate to

say that *hather the World Bank took the lead or not, it vould have to play an

important part, not only because it is one of the World's major creditors of the

less developed countries, but becase of it. international character and reputation

might make it the one body (acting in some way with the Fund) that would be regarded

by all countries as the instition to which they were willing to entrust this task.

The World Bank Group has already done a great deal to encourage the outflow

of private capital, 'is is regarded not only in the work of the IFC and the

establishment of the Center for the Gettlement of Investment Disputes, but also

in our work with individual contries. Although we try to avoid giving the

impression that we are biased against the public sector, we have not hesitated to

make clear in many different eases how strengthening of the private sector,

including a strong more foreign capital, was regarded by us as essential. A

country which was not making appropriate use of the private sector might well be



regarded by the World Bank GroV as met having eatisfactory economic performance

policies. The problem, hovever, has now becous mach me complicated by the

restrictions placed on the outflows of capital for ertain purposes by the United

States and past restrictions by the United Kingdom, Coming at the same time as

the flows of official aid are being held down in a number of the largest countries,

the whole extent of the availability of private capital and how it might be most

efficiently mobilised sad used in the developing countries will become increasingly

more complicated and critical, or example, we may well find private fiso of

the developed countries eager to associate themselves with the activities of the

TIFC or the World Bank in the hope that these might help them obtain a more favorable

reaction from U.S. authorities when requesting permission to make direct investaunts

abroad. Similari, in maing judgments on countries we may find the U.S. authorities

paying eleser attention to what the World sank ecnomic studies are saying about the

significance of private foreign capital for the developing countries when considerAgg

if: financing policies. Still another eximle, is the repatriation of capital

which originated in the developing country but which was invested in various assets

or enterprises in the United States as a means of capital flight, but which they now

wished to return in part because of availability of other sources of funds.

MAother aomplication is the growing role of the Eurodollar and the development of

new finance institutions, particularly outside of the United States. The capital

shortage could also lead to increased pressures for increasing suppliers' credits

or bringing about further changes in the terms, particulary the maturities of such

credits. This is en area in which the B)ank has been accumulating a certain amount

of expertise as evidenced by our $uppliers' Credit Study which we did in response to

UNCTAD's request and in our own opaations, e.g. Joint financing. We my, however,

find it necessary to broaden and deepen our knowledge in this field if the Bank is

to be able to perform satisfactorily its role as the World's Development Finance

Institution.



The World ank staff have acmculated a considerable amnot of experience in the

years of the IDA replenishment exercise. We have learned the value of the careful

preparatory work which was done in estimating the needs and effective use of

development finance and more particularly of consessional aid. This kind of work

will presumably have to be csntinued, but much has now beoes a bi-product of the

regular economic work on countries and the statistical work of the !conomies

Department. However, the IDA exercise also indicated that a nber of questions

of a broad policy nature would need re-examination. Those include:

(a) The problems which arise from the linking of contributions from one donor to

another, or in other words, how to overomes the slowest boat in the convey as a

consequence of this linking,

(b) Now to cope with the probles of countries buxex that simply refuse to consider

the magnitude of their contribution to IDA separate from their other contributions to

develiopvnt finance, including contributions taking place indirectly from the

maistenece of higb prices in a their markets for certain exports of the less developed

countries.

(c) ew to help create better public understanding of the World Bank Group so

that there is more public support for a large increese in IDA resources, which

remains necessary, and may well have to be argued all over again in future replenishment

(4) What should the relative burden sharing in contributions to IDA be, since the

dramatic changes in the world ecnowy have clearly made the present divisions

arbitrary and fundmentally irrational?

(e) How to reconclie the desire of donor countries to play a greater role in the

formulation and implementation of IDA policies without destrpying the independent

character of IDA and its reputation for objective non-political approach to development

finance.

(f) How to cope with the possible requests of goverments that they have special

problem*, I.e. bln of payments, budgetary, political, or other donor countries



ebaracter vhich impaired their ability to contribute to what migbt otherwise be

regarded as a reasonable magnitude to IDA. Clee1l' related is a serious attack

on the question of making effective use of the local currency contribution of

the Part II countries, and the encouragent of more supplemental contributions

from donor countries and "special" partnership relations in which contributions

from donor countries are ecobined with IDA to serve objectives which IDA regards

as onbjects of hirb priority with countries in the operating practices of IDA.

It may well be found that the grevth of IDA in terms of Its lending authority

=fy come not onl in the form of increasing its general appeal for resources but

also in the form of special funds given for special purposes such as

rehabilitation of Indonesia, special projects in the Middle East, transporation

in Africa, Supplezentary Tinaxee, Buftfer Stocks, etc. Such funds might coen

from a completely different combination of countries with different conceptions

of sharing in the general replenishment. Indeed it is conceivable that they

might canm from one country as long as there were no strine attached to their

useage. In effect it would be another kind of supplemental contribution as IDA

has alrea4 obtained from Sweden, but of such a different character as perhaps to

merit consideration among the bmaxx next listed below, as nw developments.

Supplementary Finance and CoqV!d!t Stab ili zation Studies

It seems likely from the latest information that there will be an agreement

on tre fortheoming UNCTAD Conference to keep alive the Bupplementary Finance proposal

and in eme way to relate it to IDA, while at the soms time avoiding the question

of seeming to ask for money at a time when IDA and other requests for funds are

before the U.S. Congress and other legislatures. Until now, all countries

participating in these discussions, whether developed or undeveloped, have agreed

that if there is to be a system of surplementary finance it should be in the IDA

because it is part of the picture of development finance, requring the same kind

of expertise in wording the judgmente and involving financing facilities on similar



tere and conditions. The question whether thie should be done by the IMF has

ben carefully considered by the countries and we have been most entious in not

borwwing the Ida that it should be done by IDA. This, of course, could change,

but there is at least a strong possibility that IDA will be asked the question

wether it is prepaxed to administer a progran of this kind and on what conditions.

I do not see any deliberations on this matter in IDA taking place, however, until

k then end of 1968 or 1969 but, in the meantime, there would be need for staff

work for such deliberations. The study on Com*dities requested at Rio has
astonishing

aroused worldwide expectations It Is literally inxzmxk for one who has been

associated with the Fund and the Bank from the beginning to see how widespread is the

feeling that unless these organisations do something about the problem of cesmodity

fluctations, little will be done by any other institution or collection of countries

in the foreseeable future. We are proeeding with these studies and should be

able to have a Board disession of our outline in February or March, 3m It is

too early to say whther we will have something done for the next September

Conference. In ay case, howover, the substantative work will probably take

most of 1968 and if there are Board discussions, they would probably be held in the

winter of 1968/69.

Relations vith Soviet Countries

There are may reasons for increasing our knowledge of the Soviet countries,

including the V s possibility that some will become members of the World Bank

Oroup and having a much better basis for their development finance activities.

We have taken steps to begin this work and may expect it to become of greatly

increased Importance in the coming years.



Now Areas

As already indicated much of what was discussed above really reviews new

things in the sense that we have not done them before. On the other hand they

do represent a continuation of already started activities and in that sense might

be regarded as either doing a more of the sae or at least being an outgrowth of

present activities. There are, however, two other matters which are really

different in kind that may well be preoccupying the Bank Group in the next few

years and for which preparation might vel be needed much earlier.

Vietnam and Post-War Activities

It will be realled that a number of years ago the Vietnam authorities

approached the Bank as to whether we would be prepared to play a role in the

reconstretion of Vietnam. At that time we said that we were prepared to play

a role in the reconstruction process when hottilities csme to an end. In the

meantime, however, we have not taken steps to acquire intimate knowledge of the

Vietnam ecounoz. The rund has had occasion to do this because it has continued

to advise the Vietnamese authorities on foreign exchange and menetary improvements.

At the time of the end of the Vietnam hostilities the World Bank may well be called

upon to play a role in the reonstraction precess. The Asian Development Bank

exists, but for a namber of years the staff in likely to be quite inadequate for

such a major assignment and, of course, both institutions might well be involved

simultaneously as well as the Monetary Fund in its own areas of specialisation.

It will be recalled that about two years ago we put down some thoughts on

the desirability of the United States Government doing some post-war planning in

the field of development even beyond Vietnam during the period of the Vietnam

hostilities. The essential point was that World War 11 experience indicated that

the war time experience had made goverants more conscious of the need to do

something about reconstruction and development and that camitments might be
entered for

at=num into/periods of post-war activities that might not be made if left to the

end of hostilities. These memoranda were circulated to various U.S. departments
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and am* formal discus ions took place with senior officials. Te end of the

hostilities in Vietnam ncould release large sums of monies for the performance

of development and might provide a uch more favorable political and public

enviro nt in using such funds for production investment in the less developed

countries all over the vorld as well as in Vietnam. I believe, that we should

consider setting up a small group within the Bank to do this kind- of forward

thinking. Fortunately, mach of it is done in our seconomie reports, where

country by country we try to find out what effective use could be made of

developvwnt finance if it were available in sufficient amounts to do the Job

*nxxkbwxx*Kxb that the country could do well without external financial

restraints. Given this kind of continuous work the eventual work vould really

have to be on countries with which we are not familar enough. After we have

done the Middle Eastern countries as nov planned, it will only be Vietnam itself.

However, if at least one person had the asslemaent of thinking about this problem

we might be much better prepared to come forth with concrete suggestions on how to

take advantage of dramatically changed environment to further the development pross

in an effective and orderly nenner. It V d If

nothing else we might avoid falling into the error of assuming that the things m

that are wrthwhile doing are simply inconceivable under present circumstences

because of inavailability of finance at this time. We should have in effect a

shift of worthwhile proposals of both a general character and specific investments

that might coen forward if we were to find ourselves in a now period of much greater

Capital availability.

Covadtion
Portly
RwU as a result of the diseussions on supplemuntay finance and partly

as a consequence of the utter frustration so far in being able to reach agreement

on international comnodities, e.g. cocoa, there is a growing feeling in authoriative

government circles that in sows way or another the World Bank Group ought to be



doing someout about the modit problem in a manner that goes way beyond anyMthing

we have considered thus far. Supplementary finance is an extension of the

financial activities of the World Bank Group in the sm wa that Us Compensatory

finance was just a relatively small modifieation of traditional rund financial

activities. What is being ecnsidered these days is that even such questions as

the nature of production qubtes and export quotes should be considered within the

fraework of the World Bank Group. The reason is essentially that the problem

is recognized as having no other sound solution except by diversification or developmer

To achieve development it in necessary to have an effective instituion giving advice

on invstmnt decisions and insisting on hopefully achieving better economic

performance. Moreover, to do this there is a need for some efficient organisation

where cecntries could meet and decide things together under the leadership of an

international staff, etc. Xxomt Suprisingly enough, these views are current
official

in governmente, includine at the highest/levels in the United States Government.

The argument that this means an area of expertise which the World Bank simply has

not got and has never really contemplated, e.g. expertise on the commercial and

financial aspeeta of comodity markets. The anser is that if this job is not

done by the World Bank it simply will not be done and the world is demanding that an

effort be made to do it. This is not a prediction that we will be doing this kind
and

of work, a* that we will be giving serious consideration to suggestions from the

Coffee Diversiftiation Fund made for example for this kind of thinking.



January 18,1968

Mr. Stevenson 800

Reference last paragraph -

--- of course, but would like to be informed
Pmre of content of para.1, before answering.

Irving 8. Friedman

(memo from Kamarck on Economic Briefs)



Jaauary 17, 1968

Dear Professor Aliber:

I thank you for your letter of Dcexer 28 inviting mo to
participate in the Conforene on Decision-Making in International
Institutions to be held on your campus on June 8 and 9, 1968. 1
shall be very pleased to participate and to prepare a paper on
decisin-aking in the World Bank Group of institutions along the
lines suggested in the encesure to your letter. I note that the
draft of aW paper should reaoh you by May 1, 1968. I will do my
best to meet this deadline.

I look forward to receiving a more specific outline of
your requirements in the near future. Could I also be informed
of the name of other participants?

Sincerely yours,

'1qned) Irving S. FrildmUU

Irving 8. yriedman
The Economie Adviser to the President

Professor Robert Z. Aliber
University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business
Chicago, Illinois 6063T



January 16, 1968

Mr. Thomas D. Finney, Jr.
Lawyer
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

As promised.

Federal Reserve Bank of New York
Circular No.6090 January 4/68 -
U.S. Department of Commerce Foreign
Direct Investment Program



Agenda for meetings and functions to be held vith
the Berne Union Delegation
Tuesday, January 16, 1968

Dologates# Sir Anthony E. Pereival, President of the Berne Union

Mr. R.H. Rowntre, Executive Vice President, Export Import Bank

M. Jacques Levy, President, Compagni* Franvaise d'Assurance pour
t le Commerce Exterieur

Mr. Hugb Aitken, President, Export Credits Insurance Corporation,
Ottawa -

10.30 a.m. Meeting on exchange of information in the office of
Mr. Benjamin King, Chairman of the External Debt
RJview Covaittee.

1.00 p.M. Lunch hoated by Mr. Irving S. Priedman, The oonndcie
Adviser to the President.

3.00 p.M. Informal meeting with Mr. C. David finh, Deputy
Director of the Exchange and Trade Relations
Department of the International Monetary Fund.

4.30 P.M. Meeting on matters of leading policy in the office of
Mr. Irving 8. Friedman, The Economic Adviser to the
President.

6.oo-8.oo p.m. Cocktails in the Bank Executive Dining Room hosted by
Mr. Irving S. Friedman, The Economic Adviser to the
President.



Mr. George D. Woods January 12, 1968

Iaving S. Fri4man

I thougt you would like to know that I will be in New York over
the weekend and until Monday nigt. I will be seeIng friends on
Saturday and Squndy, including having dinner with the Ovety's on SundAY
night. on Monday I will be visiting with Al gayes at the Fed. I had
hoped also to see Charley Coonb, but they have finally cobercod him into
taking a vacation and he is in Florila. If time permits I will try to
visit others in the morning.

In the afternoon and evening I so participating in a sesisar
ieeting of the so-ealeld "Bishops Conittee for World Justiee and Peace,"
a group wich wm set up to inlement the Papal Encyclical for Peace and
Progress. This was sething I agreed to d4 amths ag* an, at my
initiative, Harold Graws ha. also been invited. The meeting will over
two days: the first day being devoted to the problem of development and
what the Chureh might d. to got support for devlopwnt; the second d
will be an exeutive session of the churchmen alon. to disese internal
problems of implementation. There will be 16 or IT people in all,
ialuiag Tom Farmer who is General Counael for AID; Monsignor Grsmillion,
Director in Rome of the Pontifical Coeaission for Justieo and Peace - the
oe who got me persoal)y involved with those aetivities some time ago;
and Cardinal Roy of Cans,", President of the Pontifisal Comission. A
lunch has been arranged for the partielpants in the seminar on Modsv, which

ill also be attended by U. Thant.



January 12, 1968

Mr. John C. Bullitt
AA/EA Roon 6212
State Department
Washington, D.C.

The attached corres. is self-explanatory.
Perhaps we could get together and talk
about it sa= time.

(Also sent to Robert W. Barnett)

(Exchange of corres. between
Mr. Friedman and Mr. Watanabe on

Population Conference.)



January 12, 1968

Dear Ken:

Your Dad has asked me to mail some economics material to
you. I hope you will find the following of use, vhich is boing
sent to you under separate cover:

"The Road to Ruddersfield"
"In Defenee of Development" - Reprinted from

The World Today
"International Problem of Economic Developmnt" -

Address to The Canadian Political Soience Association
Supplementary Finansial Measures
Annual Report - World Bank and IDA 1966-67

f" 1964-65
In 1966-67

World Bank Atlas of Per Capita Produetion & Population
World Bank Atlas of Per Capita Product Population Main trban

Areas
Comparative Data Division Tables
World Tables
Reprint from the Enyclopaedia Britannica 1966-1967
Booklet from The Victor Fund for the International Planned

Parenthood Federation

Sincerely yours,

(Ruby 0. Watson)

Mr. Kenneth S. Friedman
Box 348
Uarlham College
Hihmad, Indiana 47374

P.S. We will be sending you more papers from time to time.



1. The Economic Committee met on January 2, 1968 to discuss a paper by

Mr. Peter Wright entitled "Some Eoonomio Aspects of Local Cost Financing"

dated December 7, 1967 (EC//67-150) attachedJ

2. The Chairman noted that Mr. Wright's paper did not recommend any departure

from present policies on local expenditure financing, but rather examined the

economic implications of any "tightening up" of present policies vhich might

be adopted by the Bank/IDA. The Chairman recalled that since the Financial

Policy Committee Discussions in 1964 there had been no distinction between Bank

and IDA policies in the area of local expenditure financing. Rowever, there

were indications that some staff members believed that there could be a distinction

between IDA and the World Bank in this respect and this would presumably be one

of the subjects in the forthcoming discussions on IDA criteria. Moreover, views

had been expressed at various times that given the relative scarcity of IDR funds

reductions in the use of IDA resources for this purpose would be sensible and

a number of Executive Directors had also seemingly reflected this viewpoint in

various Board discussions. The recent Draft Loan Committee paper on this subject

("Foreign Exchange Loans for Local Expenditure" dated November 3, 1967) proposed

that the Bank (but not IDA) should in future be rather more "restrictive".

3. There was no attempt to reach a decision as to whether future policy on

local cost financing ought to differ as between Bank loans and IDA credits.

It was agreed, however, that in any case there was strong economic argument for

continuing the present policy of permitting local cost financing in those cases

where it was felt to serve the objectives of development, after careful scrutiny

by the Bank staff. From an economic viewpoint, the existing policy as set forth

(cite operational memorandum) was to be continued. However, further thought

should be given to the finding of exceptional circumstances and "special cases"

because of the great changes in world economy which were taking place, and was

giving a different content to these words.
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.. The Chairman informed the Committee that he hoped to be able to submit

for discussion a draft paper on IDA lending criteria in the future.



aumary 11, 1968

if' dear Takeshi:

Many thanks for your letter of December 15. I fully appreciate
your arguments against a aesting on population matters during the annual
session of ADB. In retrospeet, it is probably true to say that we were
too optimistic in thinking that the meeting could be informally
organised with aininal adainistrative preparation and at relatielyshort notice. It vas, however, felt that no stone thould romain
unturned in the effort to address so influential and distinguisbed agathering on a matter of vital economic importance for the region.

I ean see much merit in your suggestion for a meeting with an
eazed subject matter under the sponsorship of ECAPE or the Society

for International Development. It is, however, possible that such a
meeting maV stimulate less interest among Fian.e Ministers -- and con-
sequently have a less direct imact on national economic policies
than a narrowly defined, poly-reorientated one held under our joint
auspicien Since, in any oase, a discussion in April 1968 would seem
not feasible, we have time to give more thought to the question, I shall
be writing you again after intormal consultation with other interested
parties.

With warm regarde and best wishes for the New Yeer.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Vriedman

Mr. Takeshi Watanabe
Asian Development Bank
Commertial Center
P.O. Box 126
Makati, Risal, Philippines



yr. Naro.U N. Gray" Javimwy n, 1968

Irving S. Friedma

Mr. Woods' UNCTAD peeoh

Th* attacbtd is for possible iUcluson in Mr. Woods' speesb at

UNCTAD, New Delhi, I would be happy if you would indicate tht the

parWaph in question was dratted by wguelf.

If you would rather not handle it this wr, I would take it up

direetly with Mr. Woods, although I do think it better that it be sent

in the entext of the speech itself.



IDA REPUNISHMNT - supPmTAY nNANcE - COMMODITY STABILIZATION

I note that Supplementary Financial Measures is a separate item on the "ends

of this Conference. You will recall that the Bank Staff had prepared a Study on

the subject and made certain proposals is ponse to a request from the First

Conterense. These proposals have been considered carefully by a group of

governental experts, and msmbers of our staff have participated in these

deliberations as advisers. With respet to the financial implications of any

schem we, in the Blank, have always taken the view that the replenishment of IDA,

now being considered, has the most urgaent priority and needs to be accomplished

long before any Supplmentary Finance Scheme could come into effect. We have

also taken the view that the question of fat international agency should Amister

any such scheme was to be decided by the countries concerned; and we have made no

reeemndation on this. Then thre is the problem of commodity stabiliation.

The Board of Governors of the Bank and of the lund adopted a resolution on this at

their Anual Metings in Rio de Janeiro. Accordingly, studies have been taken in

hand in the Bank and in the Fund. It is sot yet possible to see what the final

conelusions of these studies would be. We are considering whether IDA resources

might be used for such purpose. If the answer is positive and our members wish

us to pursue such policies, then, of course, additional resources will have to be

provided for the purpose. In any case, it is clear that Supplementary Financial

Measures and efforts towards Commodity Stabilization, if formulated and imlmented

carefully, will ach have their distinct and complementary roles in dealing with

the export problems of developing countries, and thus facilitating their economic

development on a surer basis.



January 1, 1968

Dowr Mr. Sekanger:

I have pleasure in returning a coy of your
letter giving permission for the reprinting of
BRITISH RMATIONS WITH CHINA, 1931-1939.

Thank you for sending me a copy of your catalog
hich I found very interesting.

Sincerely,

Irviag 8. Friedman
The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Henry G. Sehlanger
Octagon Books, Inc.
175 Fifth Avenue
Now York, N. Y.



Jeawry Ui, 1968

My dear Silvea Gomes:

I as very pleased to learn that tht Central

Bank of Brazil is to become an Insut4u4ional )ember
of the Society for International Development. Pleaae

accept my appreciation and also convey my thanks to
the President.

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

The Economic Adviser to the President

Mr. Eduardo da Silveira Goaes Jr.
Chief
Central Bank of Brasil
Rio do Janeiro, Brazil



January 10,1968

Mr. Raj 900

Perhaps we could have a chat about this
after you have had a chance to read this and
think about it. (I assume you know this
m quite well.)

Irving S. Friedman



January 10,1968

Mr. Sarma 1036 DECLASSIFIED

AUG 1 6 2023

WBG ARCHIVES

Do you know Dr. Sen? What do you
think?

( lease keep this confidential.)

Irving S. Friedman



JaUVAWy 1O, 1968

Dear Ady,

Z have now been able to read a copy of the
1etter wtheh you sent to the COUncil of Foreign
Re&latios I can only sY that I don't recognizethe ftll0w whom you are reeommoing! SerioualyI do want to thank you very Rmeh for this fine1ettr. I have read and reread it with great prideand I a 1king forward to showing it to the family,

TM-aks gain,

6iaaerely yours,

Irving 'G- Friedaa

. Andrew M. Overby
Vi20 ChaiMan of tho Board
The First Boston Corporation
20 Exchange Place
Now York, K. Y.



Mr. C.7. Oven January 10, 1968

Irving 8. Friedman

East Africa: Technical Assistance Reacoendations

I think you should distribute this to category 3(e) people with

an introductory note along the lines of your paragraphs 1 and 2.



J". 10, 1968

Mmosr. Awmiao

Sbeeveyouw1lU YI" W
attahetof LaternO.



/2ld TE DE L'EC(KC iL 1/!"E
-T DES FIANCES

DISCOU3S PZ.01CE PA1 1. IRol2nd WIUNGESSER 2 l'O.C.D.E.

l. li1r d6ct-mbre 1967

Je suis heureux d'avoir a prendre, pour la premierepois, la parole, au
nom de la France, au cours de cette session du Conseil de l'O.O.D.2. ccnsacr6e aux
problbLnes relatifz aux relations avec les pays an voie de ddveloppement. C'est un
probleme permanent, mais l'6ch6ance de la Conf6rence de Delhi oblige a l'envisager
maintenant dans une perspective plus imnmdiate et plus concrete. La d6lgation
frangaise ne peut que s'en f6licite-, car aucun pays ;lus que le n~tre n'attache
d'importance h cette question : c'est d'ello dont d6pend le d~veloppemont d'une
vdritable coop6ration internationale, l'stablissement de relations plus 6cui":ables et
plus fructuouses entre les diverses nations du monde.

Il faut envisager le problne dans son ensorble : l'aide au ddveloppement,
entendue dans son sens v6ritable, reprdsente la convergence d'une sdrie d'efforts.
Elle coriporte des mnsures conoercialcs autant quo l'a.port d'une aide au sons habi-
tuel du terme. LIintervontion faite au non do la ddl6pation frangaise no se limitera
donc pas L ce dernier aspect, mais j;ortera sur le xobleao &6ndral des relations
avec les pays en vo e de C6veloppement.

Ce probl'ee doit 6tre considdro avec realisae, dans un souci d'efficacit6,
et sans se dissinulor les difficultss. Dans cet esprit, at avant de rappeler les
conceptions de la France sur les divers moyens ce favoriser le d6volopponant du
Tiers-Monde, il est bon do reprendre deux considdrations essentielles que Li. DEBRE
avait 6 voLu 6 es L la mn-me r.union de l'O.C.D.i., l'arnde derniere.

I - Les bases d'une politiquo, du ddvolo-ppment : la nature et l'ampleur de l'effort
n6 cessaire.

1. La naturc de l'e-fort. Cet effort doit s'adapter L la diversit6 des
situations et des int6rets des pays on voie de d6veloppement. On a pcut-8tre trop,
tendance - dans les pays en voic de d6valoppement et dans los pays industrialisds -
a considerer le Tiers-Ilonde comme un ensemble honogn, fait do situations semblables.
C'est une vue apparemment commode, mais simpliste et factice, qui risquo de faire
oublier la complexit6 rdelle des problekres.

Il y a certes des points comuns, et un probleme g6ndral des pays en voie
de developpement, que nul ne pcut nier. ITais des pzys qui s'6tendent sur trois
continents, oui se trouve une considdrable varidts de climats, de productions, de
dimensions territoriales, de stades do l'dvolution conomi ue, sont bien plus diff&-
rents antre eux quo n; lo sont les pays industrialisds. L'indzalit6 de d6vclopmment
n'est pas seul3ment un phdnoMene cntre le Tiers-Honde et les pays avancds, clest
egalement un phenomeno au sein du Tiers-onda lui-mtme.
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II noest donc pas de syst'eme J6nral et uniforme qui puisse apportor des
solutions toutes fCaites ot valables pour tous. La coopdration internationalo n'a de
valour et de portdo que si elle tiant cormpto do la diversit4 des nations, do lours
possibilit6s ot do leurs difficult6s respectives. Ello no peut aboutir que si ello
tond ' rora6dier auxin6galitds do d6veloppeuent k. tous les stados, en agustant les
moyens en fonction des bosoins de chacun.

2. L'ampleur do l'offort. Il faut 8tre conscient do 1'tcndue des sacri-
fices qu' implique pour tous le ddvoloppeaont des nations en retard, si P'on vcut
ddpasser chez los uns la sicIpla g6nerosit6 verbale, chez les autros l'espoir do
ramedos facilos apportds de l'ext6riour.

a) effort dos nays industrialisds. L'aide, ontendue au sons largo,cu'il
est ndcossairo do lui dclmor, suppose un pr6lTvomont sur les ressources do ces pays,
par diverses voics :contributions financieros, y compris parfois la charL'e des dons
alimentairos , pri: dlovds a payer -:our los produits do base, part faite sur nos
marchds L la concurrence dos jounes industries d'outro-mer.

Ce pr6lTvoment ne pout 0tro ndjligeablo, ni par cons6quont so faire do fagon
insensible, si l'on vout que l'aide ait sa pleine signification.

Or, dans le u0mo temps d'une part, so manifesto, sur lo plan social,
dans los socidtes industriolles une exigence toujours plus grandc pour l'amliora-
tion dos niveaux do vie, et d'autro part, sur le plan 4conomique, uno comp3tition
de plus on plus s6vero s' ongageo dans le monde. Dans lo m0IMe tomps 6galnmant, appa-
raissont dos difficultss do conjonc. ure, qui ralontissont la croissanco on posant
des problhmcsd'emploi.

Dans los nations ddmocratigues, il n'ast pas toujours ais6 de faire ainsi
acceptor par los opinions publiques los sacrifices qu''aplicuont des transferts do
rossources aux pays plus ddfavoris6s. Pour des raisons poychologiquos at pour des
raisons do concurrenco, il n'est pas possiblo do concevoir ces transforts h l'6chello
qui sorait souhaitable, sans quo los charges soiont 6galoment rdparties ontro los
pays industrialisds : tout le monde parait l'admottro quand il s'agit de caosuros
commorcialos, co-rmo par example los pr6f6ronces. Il sarait bon do l'admettra 6alo-
mont quand il s'agit des charges fincncieros.

b) effort dos pays en voic do ddvoloppoment our-mmos. Il ost 6vieont quo
cos sacrifices no pouvent 8tro consontis par l'opinion des pays avances, quo s'ils
viennont compl6tor l'effort des pays b6neficiaires. Il ost 6vident aussi que, pour
l'ossential, lo ddvoloppraont dc chacue pays, qual qu'il soit, no pout venir quo do
lui-mlmo. Los pays du Tiars-Ilondo doivant r6sistor a la tontation d'attandro do l'ex-
tdrieur, do la Communaut6 intornationalo, la solution do lours difficultds : los
concours oxt6riours no pouvcnt 3tro qu'un appoint, assurdmont nocossairo, uais qui
a peu d'offot s'il no rencontro pas un milieu propice, s'il no sort pas uno politiquo
coheronto et continua de d6voloppemont intorno.

Cotto politique suppose naturollomont dos transformations considdrablcs ot
difficilos : non souloment transformation dos 6conomnios at des socist6s, mais aussi
6volution dos osprits. Il fautd'uno part, surmontor las conceptions at los habitudos
dos socidt6s traditionnollos, d'autro part ,adaptor los ambitions aux possibilitds on so
fiaant dos objoctifs raisonnablos, at notainont on voillant . cc quo l'indutria-
lisation no comproraotto pas lc d6vzloppemont ndcessairo do l'agriculture.

L'offort rationnol do ddvoloppomont conduit onfin Zi l'6tablissoiont do
solidaritds r6,ionalos qui pormot aux pays on voio do d6voloppamont do rassomblar
leurs roosources dcns do plus vastos onsma7los, k l'iiaoZo do cc quo los pays inlus-
trialises font cu=-Lomos, ct qui n'ost pas n-oins ndcossziro pour lo Tiors-ilonda.



II - L'action intornationalo cuclles solutions onvisaor ?

COMpto tonu do la diversit6 do situations dos p'ays on voiO do d6voloppo-
mont, ot compto tcnu do !ours efforts propros, nous dovons m-ttro on oouvro unonsomble do moyons qu'il conviont do conjugor rationnollomont dans cc cqu'on appollovolontiors unoI "strat6Gic du ddvoloppomant". Los concOptions frangaiso sont L cot 6dar,bion comuos, mais il fnut los rappolor uno fois oncoro. Los problemas n'ont pas changeot los solutions pour los rdsoudre rostaont los memos : l'aido sans douto dans son sonsclassiquo, mais aussi ot bion davantage lo dcanismo dos 6changcs.

A - L'aido

D'uno manibrc gsn6ralo, l'aido fornno un tout inais sos diffdrontos composantosappollont dos rofloxions distinctos solon qu'il s'agit do l'aide 6conomijuc p:-opromontdito, qui doit consttuor un effort continu do soution au ddvoloppoment du Tiors-Honde,ot l'aido alimcntairo, fui a plutot lo caractere d'un socours tomporairo.

1, .* L t .sation dos char as. Lo rapport du
Secr6tairo Gdneral o.poso clair\ment la situation : le volumo global do l'aidoapporteo par los pays do l'O.C.D.E. ost on diminution. Cotto 'volution est rogrettable.Pour la ronvorsor, nous avons prdconisd l'd6 alisation par lo haut dos chargos ontropays donatours. L'objoctif do 1 ' du rovonu n-tional, quo nous avions propos6 ' laConf6ronco do Gonevc, pout n'atro -as juL6 suffisant, mais co sorait d6ja un pasappreciable dans la bonne voIo.

L'6galisation dos chargos pout Stro d'autro part lo moyon d'am6liorer losconditions do l';idc, dans la rasuro ou cotto amslioration so traduit war do nouvoauxsacrificos do la part dos pays donatmurs. Il ist 6videont copondant quo los problemossont diff6ronts a cot e6gard solon los pays bdndficiaircs, et qu'on no pout onvisagerdo solutions uniformaS.

2. L2aido alimntairo a 4t4 6voqudo cotto ann~o dans lo rapport particuliordu Scretairo G6neral consacr6 aux problmos alin-ntairos dos pays on voic do d6volop-pomont, rapport d'un grand int6rat qui traco dos porspoctivos aubitiouscs jusqu'au dolado V'an 2.000.

Il ost vrai quo la luAto contro la faim ost un dovoir do solidarit6 intornla-tionalo, at lo Gouvornamont frangnis n'a jazais mancue do lo soulijnor. Lo problrmo,hourousomont, n'ost p., copondant un problem: gdndral dos pays du Tiors-iondc. Il no soposo r6eollomont quo pour cortains d'ontro oux ot dans dos conditions qui variont solonlos al6as climatiquos:nous pouvons constator cotto onnc, avoc satisfaction, quo lasituation s'cst, a cot 6bard, nottomcnt ar6lior&o.

L'aido alimantaire ost donc avant tout un moyon do fairo face 'a dos situa-
tions tomporaires : tomporairos court tormo solon los variations do rdcoltos, tempo-
raires a moyon tormo on fonction do l'6volution dos productions alimontaires ot dQ la
croissanco deaographiquc. C'est un palliatif bion plus qu'un instruiont pormanont
d'aido au d6voloppomont.

La solution n'ost pas on offet d'on faire un instrument pomnont. Co sorait
oncouragor la cr6ation artificiollo d' ocddonts, d6j' considerablos dons los pays
devoloppes : politiquc d'apparonto facilit6, qui roncontro biontot ses linitos, ot qui
creo plus do difficult6s qu'ollo n'un rdsout. Il no sorait pas bon non plus d'accoutulor
los pays b6n6ficiairos 'a dos transforts qui los mottraimnt on 6tat do const nto ddpnn-
danco, at qui risquoraiont do d6couragor l'OVOpaision do lours p-opres productions
agricolos.

La solution L long torTo consisto k favorisor lo d6voloppemont do cos pro-
ductions, 6lrmcnt fondarontal d'un progres 6quilibr6 dos 6conomics du Tiers-Hondo, ot
soul romrdo v4ritoblo aux difficult6s alinontairos. Nous no pouvons qu'Otro d'accord
avoc lo Secr6tairo Gdndral sur cc point.
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Il conviont do tonir compto do cot objoctif dans los politiquos nn'tionales
d'aide, co quo nous faisons ddjt dons unc importanto m-sure, pour notro part, at do
concortor autant quo possiblo los efforts on ce sons. L'accent doit 8tre mis on partic
lior sur la formation dos hommos ot la diffusion dos techniques agricolos, sans los-
qudllos touto autro action, fat-dil ambitiouso, risquo do damourer sans r6sultat.

B - La m6cvnisao2 dos 6chmngos

L'aide no pout 5tro lo soul moyon, ni l principal, pour faciliter lo procos-
sus do ddvoloppomont. Ello imposo dos chargos qui sont directomont sonsiblos sur lo
budgot at done sur los contribuablos dans los pays donateurs. Ello risque d'Qtrc
affect6a par 1a. conjoncturo politiquo at 6cononiquo do cos pays.

Sans douto, faudra-t-il poursuivre at amdlioror cotta aide. Hais c'cst
davantago par los schangos, c'est-a-diro par l'accroissoment do leurs rocottes d'ex-
portation, quo l'on pout at quo l'on doit apportor aux pays moins d6volopp6s los
rossourcos extdriouros dont ils ont bosoin. Lo comnerco, ' condition quo sos m6canis-
mos sbiont amdnag6s do moniero 6quitable, doit ftro l'instrumont normal du d6voloppo-
mont : il crdo dos rclations naturollos at durables, fond6os sur dos int6r^ts r-ci-
proquos, qui, d'ollos-momos facilitont at accompagnont lo procossus do croissanco
economiquo.

Iais cos 6changos doivant 6tre anenages. L'indgalit6 do d6volopprmcnt no
pormot pas uno concurrence 6&ala, at lc pur lib6ralisme jouc ai d6trimont dos plus
faiblos ; il .st dovanu banal do constator la dir-inution do la part du Tiars-londo
dans los 6changas intornationaux.

Coyaront comp-nsor, autant quo possibl., ces in6galitAs ? La France a
propose doux voios, qui n'ont d'ailLurs pas la nivo importance :los prUfdrancos at
la stabilisation dos rarch6s.

1 - Los r6fgrmncos. Lo sujot.a dsj' 6t6 trait6 dfns l'intorvcntion du ropr6sontant
do la Coiraunautd Economique Europ6onna at il nc sara ontionn6 ici quo pour mioire.
Qu'il suffiso do rappohor quo nous avons 6td parni las promiors . rocommandor le
principo dos prdferoncos at do nous fdlicitor quo co principe soit aujourd'hui
coimun6runt adnis. J'ajoutorai, copondant, quo lo suul objoctif qui, do h'avis du
Gouvornnont frangais, doive 5tro rotonu an l'occuronco,Ost colui do l'aide ZL appor-
tar aux pays sous-ddvaloppds dans lour onsomblo pour oncouragor lour dvolopp.mont.

A cot 6gard, cortainas d6h6gations domandont.que los pays on voio do
d6volopporaant qui bdn6ficiont actuollmont dtun acc's pr6f6rontiel sur lo march6 do
cortains pays ddvoloppds, qccaptant dtalignor lours avantages sur ceux, vraisombla-
blor-ont infd'ricurs, qui r6sultoraint dos pr6feroncos nouvollos ; .utr,.;mnt dit, pour
accordclr a l'ons oblo dos pays on vole do d6vcloppr)mont un avantago, dont on declare
qu'il ast do port6c livit6a, on dorando . ccrtains d'ontro oux do sacrifior das~avan-
tagos mntiriourrnnt acquis. Faut-il ranarquor, au passago, quo cula aboutit 'a ouvrir
do nouvollos possibilit6s au profit do cortains pays incustrialisds.

Cotto maniero d'abordar lo problk.ne no nous paralit pas r6pondro au souci
bion conpris do contribuor au ddvaloppouint 6conomiquo dos pays pauvros.

Aussi, ho GouvornQEont frcn9ais n. voit ni n6cossit6, ni justification '
l'6tablissaomnt d'un lion antra h'aide indispensable h accordor aux pays on voic do
ddvoloppannt at la supprassion d'arrangomonts intornationaux qui ont fait la prouvo
do lour utilit6.

2 -La stabilisation dos marches. C'cst, ' notro avis, h'6h6ont fondamontal do la
stratsgic du d6voloppo-.ant. D'abord, parco qua los proCuits do base rapresuntont plus
dos 4/56o dos oxportations dos pays du Tiers-Honda. Ensuito, parco quo cc sont dos

... ..



produits dont los 6chaigos sont los plus vuli6rablas :ux aleas do la conjoncturo, ot
aux rionouvros ca la sp6culation.

Lo bon sons autnt - 'quo '6quit6 corrvandont do ronrddior L 1 ' narchia qui
sdvit sur los rarch6s intornationaux do produits priuziras, at qui ast, pour une
grondo part, la causo dU rocul dos pays on voia do ddvolopponont dons lot coraierco
mondial. Si lo principo est sinplo, los riodalit6s pauvant varior, ot on no pout onvi-
sagor, lh non plus, do solutions unifor:os : il. s'agit do concluro, produit par

produit, (t salon 1-s c:o'act6ristiquos do chacun d'aux, dos accords qui pormttont do
stabilisor los prix afin d'assuror, do fagon continua, dos rossourcos plus 6lov6os
aux pays product ours.

Il pout an r6sultor, ' cortains 6gards, unto chargo pour los pays indus-
trialises i-mportat-urs. LIais cotta chargo - l' xpmrimnco lo :ontro suffismiont, no
fet-co quo dans l cas dos politiquos agricol-s natienalos - ost plus aisco a sup-
portar qua la sacrifico budstairo t fiscal. Unu fois lo n6canismt cr66, on s'y
accoutuzi: sans Lal, Qt on ast pou tont6 do lo rcauttro on causo.

Nous avons un oxonpl. qui ost probant : l'accord intornational sur lo cafe
qui fonctionno dopuis cinq ans. Il a procur6 on moyanno quolquo 1 milliard do francs
do rocAttos sup pl'antairos aux pays productours, s-ns quo los consoanaataurs on aient
seriaus-onint do difficult6s. iais, avoc l'accord sur l'6tain, plus ancion at do
port6o plus liuit6o, cot accord ost ncoro lo soul dont bAndficiont los productours
dos pays noins d6volopp4s.

Qullos raisons onpnchant d'allor plus loin ? Il o:-ista cortos dos difficul-
tes tochniquos, qu'il sorait vain do nior out do nininisor. Hais l'o:p6rionco montre
suffisamont qu'ollos pouvont 0tro surriont6os qufnd so rionifcsto un- volont6 poli-
tiguo. Aussi,_ ast-il rogrettablo qua, contrairrionnt h cc qui s'ost pass6 pour
l'accord sur lu eaf6, la n(gociation sur lo cacao, qui no soulovait pas plus do
difficult6s ot aurait dI -tro )lus ais6o a concluro an raison du patit noobro do
productaurs, no conrionco qua D.aintonant. La volont6 politiqua avait fait d6faut, at
c'ost l lo fond du problkro.

Pou ' pou, cotto iddo do stabilisation dos narches, qui roncontrdit il y a
qualquos anneos boaucoup dos~copticisc, finit par s'inposor. Dfpuis la Conf6ronco do
Gonbvo, on 1964, los osprits ont dvolu6, un particulicr dans los pays cn voic do
d6vulopponont, instruits toujours davantago par l'oxp.2rionco dscouragoanto dos
Erarch6s intornationaux do produits prinairos.

Dos institutions tollas quo la B.I.R.D. Ot lo F..I., l0ngtonps rds rvdos,
porgoivont davantago qu'ollos no pauvont so d6sint6russor du problk o la r6solu-
tion qui, a l'initiativo do la Franca at dos pays africains, a 4t6 adopto L la
r6union do Rio, appara7t dons cc sons co'nio un pas fort oncouragoant..

Du cot6 frangais, nous fondons suw la r'solution do Rio dos ospoirs precis.
C'cst pourquoi, ja voudrais profitor do notro r union pour oxiposcr ls oriontations
quo dovraiont, 'a ron avis, prondro los travaux dos Institutions do Brotton-Woods.
Jo souh it: quo cos raflorions contribuont h favorisor uno convorgonco -- vues dont
los proriors si-nos sont CdOja porcoptiblos.

On no pout cortus dmnandar aux Institutions financibros nondialos ni
d' acportor dos couponsations finmncieros L long torno qui donnont aux pays on voio
do ddvoloppoment uno garantio absoluo contra ls fluctuations do laurs rocottos
d'xportations, ni d'intarvanir Jiroctanznt dans la conclusion d'accords do produits.

En rovancha, il L1- soablo cuo la Banque Mondialo, l'Association Itorna-
tionalo do D6vclopponint at 1 Fonds MonStairo Intcrnational pauvont, sons charge

.1....
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supplkoontairo oxcussivo, o.pportor un concours oxtr"noment prdcioux cu bon fonction-
noraont dos accords cxistent ou 6lirainor cortains dos obstaclos qui onpchont ou
rotardont la conclusion d'arran&rants nouvcaux.

Los doux difficultas principalos, auxquollos s'ost toujours hurtedo la
miso on placo do ,.c) isuas officacos do r6dulnrisation dos cours, sont on offot

- d'una part, l'absncu do royons do tr6sororio suffisants pour garantir lo bon
fonctionnoont dos acccrds dans lo tcraps et suraontor los tonsions oxcoptionnelles ;
- d'autro part, l'insuffisanco do moyons do prossion ou d'incitation pormottant
d'assuror lo rospoct dos disciplinos do production 't d'oxport tion, indisponsablos
a tout rdcanisno d'intrv-ntion.

En co qui concorno L prnie.r point, lo Fonds L-ondairo -t lo Gropno do la
Banouo Intorn'tionalo disposont do rossourcos do tr6sororio' qui pou-raint fournir
l'assiso d'un fonds do garantio pornottnnt Zi la fois do c6nsontir, aux organiszos
charg6s 1u la g;stion dos accords par produits, dos avoncos do d6'n.rrago ot J'ac-
croltro, on cas Cc bosoin, los noyins d'intcrvwntion qui s' av-roraiont n cossairos.

En cc qui concorno lo socond point, il ost hors do douto que lo rospoct dos
disciplinosdos accords pout :ntralnor pour cortains pays participants dos difficul-
t6s durablos oxigoant un- r6oriontation partiollo do lour e'cononi-. Il sorait logi-
quo qu'uno partia dos rossourcos long tormo do i'A.I.D. puisso tro syst6,aatiquo-
nont affoct6o a ds actions d) divorsification qui apparaltraiont corimo un l6gitio
corollairo dos lizitations inpos5  spr los accords do produitc.

En outro, l'intdrnt quo porteraiont lcs Institutions financieros do
Brotton-WIoods ' la bonn. narcho do cos macmismos do r6,ularisation donnorait '
1'onsoizblo dos- actions ainsi ontroprisos in caution nultilat6ralc necossairo h lour
cohdronce 6conoricquo.

Tollos sont los r6floxions quo la d6l6gation frangaiso croit dovoir formu-
lcr h propos dos problekos du d6voloppomont. Cos riflexions no sont pas nouvollos.
I4is los iddos s'achoninont, par la forc, dos chosos,lorsqu'ellos sont sorvios par
la denonstration dos faits A quo los 6ch6ancos obligont d'abordor sans d6tour los
rdalitds.

Los travaux do l'O.C.D.1-. ont fait bonucoup pour acpprofondir cos probl'nos,
pour facilitor la comprdhonsion ot lo rapprochomont dos points do vue : la quostion
dos preferoncos on porto aujourd'hui te oignago. Nous attondons quo d'ici ln pro-
chaino Conf6ronco, pondant son d6roulonant, ot apres ollo, cos offorts soiont
poursuivis at qu'ils portont lours fruits. La dcl6gation frmn9aiso ntond bion pour
sa part, y contribuor.



Mr. R.A. Clarke January 9, 1968

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Akinori Marmoa

Thank you very much for your help on Mr. Marnmo.

By the vayr do we have owe young professional who has had some

experience or training in scientific maagement or operations researcht



January 9, 1968

Mr. Woods 1220

You may be interested in this brief

note from Mr. Isaiah Frank on the meeting

be attended at Ditchley.

Irving 8. Friedman

(Ditchley meeting on Trade and Aid Policy
toward Developing Countries, Dec. 15-18,1967)



NMKT STEP ON IDA EPLENISHMT

For various weasons the time has come to settle the basic question of the

Magnitude of IDA replenishment and the related question of acceptzece by the

United States of a syetem of deferment designed to satisfy its need for adequate

balance of paymte safeguars. The present situation seems briefly to be that

the United States continues to epport a replenishment at a n average of $800

miloan for three years in the form of $600/*$800$1,000 million. This has the

support of Canada and the Scandinavian countries other than Norway The

Netherlands, U. K. and Aorway are at about $500 million per annum, with at least

the first two on record willing to consider more. However, France, Germany,

Belgium, Italy, are at $375-400 million level, with the French perhaps unwilling to

put up more than its 8.3% of $375 million. The Australians, Japanese and Austrians

at this time may, at most, be put into the $3T5400 million group. There are

indieations that Denmark and Canada may be willing to increase their shares to help

achieve a higher level of replenishment.

2. The President of IDA has essentially two eboices:

(a) He can report this situation to the Part 11 donor countries, with a request

that efforts should be made to reach a meeting of minds as soon as possible, with

the President presumably stressing the urgency of the need for agreement. He

might go so far as to offer to chair a meeting of Ministers conerned, if such a

eeting is necessary.

(b) On the other hand, he could coee up with a oamntor-proposal, which would

crystalize the views expressed so far in some form of "cosensus view." If this

view were acceptable to at least the principal donor governments, it might be un-

necessary to have a meeting of Ministers. In crystalizing the views expressed so

far inte some form of cnsensus, the President of IDA would presumably take into

consideration the expressed wies of all Part I countries . If he were to be guided

by the relative emporace of sountries as contributors, the weighted average would
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coe out to about $600 milaon per annum for three years. If all the eontributors

are regarded en the same, the average soews out to $550 milion per annam. As for

escalation - again weighting the cuntries by contributions - a majority favors

escalation; going by numbers of contries the split is nearly .50/50

3. It is suggeste that the President of IDA might cavaa these alternatives

with the U.S. Governors along the following linas:

(a) li eoul4 indicate that he, s the Presidant of IDA, has done all that he

coul4 to oake clear to the donor eountries both the need for the replenishment at

t hiber figures, the ability of IDA to administer sueh higher awgnitudee effeotively

and wes ea means of solving certata practical budgetary and belance of paymte

problems facing some oanor onstries. He had found net a 4iagreement with the

needs of the WDC'. or the ability of IDA, but rather a best. difference in policy

attitude toward the use of mltilateral agencies. The contries advoating the

lover figures are willing to agree to a larger role for IDA, but of considerably

smaller magnitude than those countries which have accepted as a matter of best.

policy a much wider role for multilateral institutions in development fiasnce,

particularly the World Bank Group.

(b) If the ountries which advoeat4 the larger figures, partieularly the I.S.,

Canada and Sweden, felt that it would be desirable to have further disessions at

the ministerial level, thea he, as President of IDA, would be prepared to be of

help, but would stres the need for urgency. If, oEn the other hean, the U.*.

Governor felt that such further diseussions among the Part I donors might not be

useful, he, as President of IDA, was prepared to suggest a compromise proposal to

all the Part I donore which woul4 try to reflect the viems of all the countries

participating ta the replenien t.

(a) If a compromise aeruggestion seeme desirable, any figure between

$500 and $600 million per annu coud be regarded as a ecmpromise of the vi.,.
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expressed by governments so far. Based on comparative contributions, $600 million

was Justifiable. On the basts of the number of countries Involved, a figure like

$550 million per annum could be suggested. On the basis that there was a middle

group that has been advocating $500 million -- and more particularly the Netherlands

position, advocating $00 million as a miniam, but as the most that could be

achieved at this time -- the $500 million figure might be argued as a compromise

suggestion made by the Netherlands. The President of IDA eould discuss with the

U.S. Governor which particular figure he thought was most reasonable to suggest.

If the President of IDA would prefer, he might instead suggest at the outset a

figure of $550 million per annum although aware that there was a good chance that

the final figure would be lover but hopefully close to tbis $550 illion.

(d) The President could stress that all of the above figures on magnitudes

assume that the United States will have some form of balance of pyemate safeguards

but that there seemed to be no hance of going beyond a deferment scheme which

would guarantee to the United States no balascesof payments impact from IDA operations

for three years. He mld express the hope that the U.S. would accept this.

(a) With respect to the question of escalation, he could indicate that it

seemed more important to get agreement quickly on the magnitude and the general

approach to the balance of payments safeguards question. Discussion of escalation

might prolong the debate longer than it was worth. However, it would be quite

possible to envisage that if the Part I donors, or at least the principal Part I

donors, would agree on the magnitudes of replenishment for the three years and the

general balance of payments approach, a subsequent meeting of deputies could work

out the more detailed aspects, including eonsideration of possible escalation.

4. After discussions with the Governor for the United States and a final

decision by the President of IDA on what his next step would be, the latter might

wish to inform the Executive Directors of IDA of what he contemplated doing before

taking the next step. This might well be particularly appropriate if the President

decided to make a corose proposal.



5- It the U.S. Governor suggests that the $400 million figure b acei. pted at

ts time without further aetion by the Provident of IDA, the President could

indtiate that he had no chole exeept to go along but that he would like to

heck with other contries supporting the higher figures before giving a final

reply. In any case, he wished to act in such way as was cenvistent with his

conviction that an IDA replemishment of the magnitudas he had originally suggested

and the U.S. and others had supported was still regarde4 by him as reflecting the

true needs of the IDC's, the appropriate role of IDA and helpful to the donors in

mwting future demans for assistanee.

I...



January 5,1958

Mr. Sarma 1036

Please note the suggested changes.

What should we do next with this memo?

Irving 8. Friedman

(UNCTAD II)



January 5, 1968

Mr. Sacchetti 803

xx

Please return as Mr. Friedman has not yet
seen the attached.

Irving S. Friedman' s office

(Letter from Santa Cruz on Suppliers'
Credits)



January 4, 1968

Mr. Budhoo 1035

Could you please do a particularly good
summary for me of the attached.

Irving 8. Friedman

(The Need for International Reservyssby
United States Treasury Department)



January 4, 1968

Mr. Kamsarck 800

xx

Irving 8. Friedman



January 4, 1968

Dear George.

Thanks for sending me a copy of a study on
The Need for International Reserves. I an looking
forward to reading it.

I missed you the other night at the Kamareks
Now Year's party; I hope that all goes well with you
and your mother. How about baving lunch together?

Kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. George H. Willis
Deputy to the Assistant Secretary
Treasury Department
Washington, D.C. 20220



mr. Georg* D. Woods Jaav.ry 4, 1968

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. Danilelan's article in Reader's Digest

I attaeh a proposed letter from you to the Editor of the Reader's
Digott. It incorporates suiggstions received from Harold Graves and
Bob Caranaugh.

The Treasurer has been opposed to the line of argument used in
the second end third paragraphs. He feels that combining the effectA
of IBRD and IDA would detract from the financial integrity of the former
and would lead to negative reactions in the iavwstmest eoxuaity. I
reognix* this difficulty, but I feel that this difficulty must be
we*igbd against the difficulties of obtaining Congressional approval of
IDA repleishment because of the prloeupation with the U.S. balance of
psyments ;roblem.

It the light of the new U.S. program of balance of paymnts
restrictions, it is possible that we vill need to marshal dKW additional
trgusnsts. Anong these is the overall surplus effect on the U.S. balance
of payments yielded by the World Bank Group as a whole. The U.S. may not
use this argument in Congressional presentations, but I believe it is
defensible coming from us.
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January 4, 1968

Mr. Ripzan 1210

Do you see any objections to this letter
going out?

some point I would like to discuss with

you the question of Mr. Sarma's salary
since I think it ought to be raised before
he leaves us.

Irving S. Friedman

(Letter to Mr. Jha, Governor, Reserve
Bank of India)



January 3, 1968

Dear Mr. Jha:

Mr. N. A. Saxa has been with us on a three-year

deputation, and his term expires on April 28, 1968 acording to

present arrangements.

I vould appreciate it if you would please agree to

his continuing with us till the middle of 1969 so that he ean

rejoin the Reserve Bank of India early in July 1969.

I understand from Barma that he discussed this with

you when you were here prior to the Annual Meetings. He himself

is agreeable to this.

Kind regard#,

Sincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedmua
The Economie Adviser to the President

Mr. L.K. Jha
Governor
Reserve Bank of India
Bombay 1, India



January 4, 1968

Mr. Budhoo 1035

Please read through this and give me a
brief memo on the background of this matter
-u evidenced from the file, with a draft

ply for Mr. Watanabe,

Irving 8. Friedman



DECLASSIFIED

AUG 16 2023 January 4, 1968

WBG ARCHIVES

Dear Bill:

I am looking forward to our having dinner

together on the night of January 16. There will

be ma things to talk about I am sure, including

your letter to George.

Bincerely yours,

Irving S. Friedman

Mr. William Clark
D6 Albany
Piceailly
London, W.1, England



January 4, 1968

Mr. Woods 1220

Attached hereto is s letter froa
William Clark to you. When in London
Mr. Clark bad asked me whether I would have
t d up and sent to you a letter which he
vt-. going to write in Minorca. I said I
would be glad to do this.

Irving S. Friedman



Mr. Gerge Voods aury 16

Irving S. Fredneas

Visit of Mr. Platre

you wil reca1 tMat Mr. Pa mptre visited us to discuss the

pssibility Of establishing a Development Research Instute in Cafata

You saw his anmrandaum of November 28 on the subject. I thouht you

might find it interesting to glance at a minute of the meeting we had

on this matter, prepared by a young Canadian official who aompanie

Mr. Pluaytre.

I had also had the opportunity the night before the meeting to

have a long private chat with Mr. Plumptre on his proposal and related

matters.



M Br J. B e Jiansy 3. 1968

Irving S. Friedman

M4o4dif$at9it of U.K. Proposal on IDA Replenishment

You vill recall that the other drq we agreed to ask Hulley to see
what the figures would look like if the U.K. proposal on deferment were
modified so that deferred Obligations were drawn on pro rat. with other
unused centributions, or the deferred obligations as they feli due were
put at end of queue.

Hulley has done the attsahed tables and they indioate that it would
make a signiftant difference in the year 1971-72 and lesser differenees
in later years, depending, of course, on the level of replenishment.

I have suggested to ulley that we not cireulate this table to
others at this time since it W only divert attention and raise
questions.



Janary 3, 1968

Dear Mr. Rathle:

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of December 21,
1967. I an delighted to note your interest as a researcher in
the Bank and its problems.

With regard to your enquiry about the choice of an
appropriate subject for your report, I feel that most aspects
of development economics - and the field is vast - have
relevance for our work; whatever you care to vrite will alnost
ertainly find its echo here. However, in order to further
acquaint you with our outlook and operations I am sending, under
separate cover, a copy of the latest Annual Report of the Bank
and IDA, together with a miscellanea of information pawhlets
and a selection of recent speeches and policy prwounements by
our senior officers.

Sincerely yours,

(signed) Irving S. Friedman

Irving 8. Priedmw
The Enomic Adviser to the President

Mr. Habib G. Rathle
Chase D 35
Harvard Business School
Boston, Massachusetts 02163



The Ministers of African countries assembled together in .,,.........

RocalliMg resolutions adopted during the course of 1967 by E=0C; the
Trade and Developmt Board of UNCTAD; the ministerial meeting
of the group of developing countries; the Seeond Committee of
the U.N. General Assembly concerning the roplenishment of the
resources of the International Developwnt Association;

Avre 2f the need of the developing countries, in genera, and the
African countries, in particular, for more capitti in-flow on
concessional terS

Conscious of the vital role of IDA as a multilateral institution for provid-
ing finance to developing countries on eoseessional terms, and
also of the feasibility of developing countries absorbing of-
feetively suh funds on a much larger sale than hitherto;

Taking aqcqt of ' the rising share of African countries in recent years in
IDA credits and the anticipation expressed by the President of
IDA that the rising trend will continue in the future;

Begave that IDA replenishment on a substantial scale would benefit
African aountries especially;

lly Supgort the efforts of the President of the World Bank Group for a
substantial replenishment of IDA resources for a three-year
period, namely 1967/68, 1968/69 and 1969/70.

Eggessa grave concern at the considerable delay in concluding the di.-
cussions among donor countries;

MAggSpIU governments, members of the IDA, to treat the question of IDA
replenishment as a matter of urgency, and

MW donor (' countries to agree to IDA replenishment at a level at
least twice the previous one for the current year, 1967/68,
progressively increasing *"h year to substantially higher levels.

the African Ministers feel that the special difficulties of some
donor countries arising from their balance of payments situation
should not be allowed to affect the scale of IDA replenishment.
However, they do not object to any mutual arrangeaents for
balance of payments safeguards that the donor countries may
evolve among thasselves as long as such arrangements do not impair
the effectiveness of IDA as a multilateral institution.

January 2, 1967



Mr. Drago3s, Avrowv1o January 2, 196T

Irving G. rrie~dma

StabjLsat OA of PtieSg of Prjtpary Products - Goveor"' Upsolution No.23

Wit respect to te question of Board diveuesin of the Study on

Stabilization of Pries of Prl-msy Products, Mr. Woods has sept the

suggested mmorandum to Dr. Donnor. Would you ploase undrtako to aske

eortain that we do 4uaws this matter witb the Zxeetive Diretors before

celusions haVe been form1at4d,

to: Mr. ainwk



January 2, 1967

Mr. Huley 1021

You may wish to incorporate some of these
-uggestions in a redraft of the letter

,noe Mr. Woods is away.

Irving 8 Friedman

(Letter from Redaders Digest)



IDlA BR~EPMigg

Wase~~ ~~ Neteesee ad 8, 12,6

A meeting of senior officials of Part I countries on IDA roplenishaeat
was held in the Hsgue On govember T and 8, 196T. Part I eoustries represented
were France, Belgium, the Nthrlands, Italy, Germany, the United Kingdom, Japan,Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Noway and the United States.,

The purpoe of the meeting was twofold: to ascertain whet magnitude
of replanisbuent individual euntries were tentatively prepared to support and to
gauge the initial reaetion of others to the U.S. proposal for balane. of panments
safeguards for 4eaar countries in serious deficit.

On the question of msgnitude Canada, Denmark and Siedon pledged supportfor an IDA replenishment of the order already proposed by the United States
($2.4 billion over a three-year period). Te United Kingdom, on a medium rnge,
suggseted an aggregate of $1.5 billion over the sm period but did not rule out
a higher figure if other aountries could agree on it, Your of the Comon Market
countries - Frane., Germar, Italy and Blgius - were non-emmital and the
Netherlands, while showing sympathy for the British position eaphasized that its
own posture could not be determined until after discussion with its Comon Market
partners. On the relative shares of each country to the IDA pool Japan, the
Netherlands and Austria conplained that their pereentages were too high; no one
volunteered to inerease their proportionate contribution.

On balene of payments safeguard Franes, and to a lesser extent Germany
and the Netherlands, were particularly critical of the U.S. proposal. Other
countries, having stated their objections, were prepared to concede that U.S.
Congressional approval may be dependent on some form of balance of payments safe-
guard. A decision was taken to convene a working party in Washington during the
first week of Deeabor to investigate the various aspects of this issue.

A second full meeting of officials was proposed for the second half of
December after the meeting of Comion Market Finane Ministers had been held.

At a subsequeut Washington meeting the U.S. indicated willingness to
consider counter-proposals when other Part I donors had indicated the magnitudes
of IDA replenishment that they were prepared to support.

Four of the Six Common Market countries -- the Netherlands was the
exception (Luxembturg was absent) -- intimated that they regarded a 50% inerease
in IDA resources - from $250 million per annur to $35 million per annum over
the next three years - as appropriate under present ireamstanees. A similar
viewpoint was expressed by Australia. There was *me suggestion that the $35
million might be raised to 000 million. The Netherlands, Norv and the United
Kingdom were agreeable to a doubling of IDA o* s to $500 million per annum;
the latter were, however, willing to consider'I higher amount if that was the
general consensus of the meeting. Canada, Denmark, Sweden, and the United States
reaffirmed their original position - an IDA replenishment of $2,400 million over



a bre*-yoar period, salating from 00 miLion In the first year to $800
minion in the second and $1,000 million in the third. It vs. generally
acepted that existing poreentage shares should form the basis of nev
contributions.

B4AM0 anaOf P"3met9_ Saf9&EqurS

It wa generally agreed that eontributions should not be tied to
balane of perients safeguards. At the soe time most countries felt that,
gIvean Congressiona and other exigeneies, ad hoe arrangements aecad be made
for the United States. While refusing to be a party to any such e.ang.-
ments, France stated that it vould not object to informal agreements utually
arrived at by others.



VISIT TO GERtANY (AND POSSIBLY ITALY AND FLAMCE(?))

. Purpose of trip should not be to repeat well-known views of President of IDA.

2. Purpoee khould rather be to exchange views on what to do next and oequaint

some of largest contributors to IDA what President of IDA is thinking, as summaried

belov.

3. The time has coe to settle on the ministerial level the principal elements

in the IDA replenishment. The main reasons for this sense of urgency are:

(a) Imediate needs of IDA for commitment authority if it is to continue to

be an effective instrument of help to the Part 11 countries, including its

coordinating role in consultative and other similar groups.

(b) A number of difficult international economic matters (e.g. Fund and

liquidity) outside of IDA are coming up for early eonsideration and further

negotiation. These difficult matters will eventually take up limited time

of ministers. Very helpful if basic questions on IDA can be settled before

these issues absorb ministers.

(c) Danger that IDA may be brought into political arena. Eager to keep

it as a technical institution devoted to development finance and not part

of international tensions and bargaining.

(4) At cowing UNCTAD Conference, best to be able to demonstrate genuine

good-ill by Part I contries. This would be evidenced by willingness to

compromise views to get on with job of development.

4. The next step is essentially one of Weemnt among Part I members, particularly
on

principal contributors. But area of disagreement/magnitudes still quite large.

(Believe so-called balance of payments safeguards questions well advanced to solution

if agreement oan be reached on magttude. Believe safe to proceed on assumption that

"deferment" scheme along lines being discussed by experts will be proved generally

acceptable.) Favors simplest and guickest possible method of getting a ministerial

agreement on IDA.



5. IDA President has considered desirability of putting up for consideration of

Part I ministers a proposal which represents a "consensus" of views of members on

magnitudes and closely related question of progressive increases (referred to in

past discussions as escalation) or some annual amounts. In view of past expressions

of desire by Part I donors, particularly European, to be consulted or at least

informed before President takes decisive steps, he has come to talk to ministers.

(Germans most vociferous on this point last winter and since.)

6. At this point, President can use discretion on how far he goes in Europe in

talking "nusbers.' IH could indicate that in the interests of harmony, he is

thinking of formulating a "consensus" view. This means not accepting the views of

the slowest boat but also not accepting the views of the fastest boat in the convoy.

Instead all views will be reflected in his "consensus" proposal. In any case, he is

particularly anxious to speak to the Germans (and perhaps to the French and Italians)

because they are now on the low side compared to others and toy consensus view would

necessarily be higher than their current views.

7. The President could also air specific concrete thoughts on numbers. Using

the concept of a weighted average as being entirely neutral and unbiased, he could

weight the suggestions on magnitudes of donors by their percentage share in total IDA

contributions. Also taking into account the large weighted *ajority in favor of

progressivity or escalation, be could reasonably incorporate escalation into any

consensus view. Combining these thoughts, he could suggest replenishment at $100,,

million, $600 million and $800 million for three years, since the weighted average of

suggestions already made by Part I donors is about $600-625 million, even leaving *sift

the implications of the U.K. and Netherlands willingness to go higher if others so agree*

There are a number of possible variants including adding a fourth year, seay $00, $600,

$800 and $1,000 million. No escalation would mean $600 million a year.

8. After listening to the Europeans visited and possibly further discussions with

the U.S., Cenada, (Sweden and Netherlands), he could decide what concrete settlement,



-3

If any, to propose. His European visit might convics him that nothing would be

gmined by such 44 initiative on his pswt, but this judgwnt is too early to ak*.

ISfriedman:rgw
January 1, 1968


